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TWO DIMENSIONAL WATER WAVES IN HOLOMORPHIC
COORDINATES
JOHN K. HUNTER, MIHAELA IFRIM, AND DANIEL TATARU
Abstract. This article is concerned with the infinite depth water wave equation in two
space dimensions. We consider this problem expressed in position-velocity potential holo-
morphic coordinates. Viewing this problem as a quasilinear dispersive equation, we establish
two results: (i) local well-posedness in Sobolev spaces, and (ii) almost global solutions for
small localized data. Neither of these results are new; they have been recently obtained by
Alazard-Burq-Zuily [1], respectively by Wu [23] using different coordinates and methods.
Instead our goal is improve the understanding of this problem by providing a single setting
for both problems, by proving sharper versions of the above results, as well as presenting
new, simpler proofs. This article is self contained.
1. Introduction
We consider the two dimensional water wave equations with infinite depth with gravity
but without surface tension. This is governed by the incompressible Euler’s equations with
boundary conditions on the water surface. Under the additional assumption that the flow is
irrotational the fluid dynamics can be expressed in terms of a one-dimensional evolution of
the water surface coupled with the trace of the velocity potential on the surface.
This problem was previously considered by several other authors. The local in time ex-
istence and uniqueness of solutions was proved in [15, 21, 22], both for finite and infinite
depth. Later, Wu [23] proved almost global existence for small localized data. Very recently,
global results for small localized data were independently obtained by Alazard & Delort [3]
and by Ionescu & Pusateri [13]. Extensive work was also done on the same problem in three
or higher space dimensions, and also on related problems with surface tension, vorticity,
finite bottom, etc. Without being exhaustive, we list some of the more recent references
[1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 14, 16, 19, 25].
Our goal here is to revisit this problem and to provide a new, self-contained approach
which, we hope, considerably simplifies and improves on many of the results mentioned
above. Our analysis is based on the use of holomorphic coordinates, which are described
below. Our results include:
(i) local well-posedness in Sobolev spaces, improving on previous regularity thresholds,
e.g. in [1], up to the point where the transport vector field is no longer Lipschitz, and has
merely a BMO derivative.
The first author was partially supported by the NSF under grant number DMS-1312342.
The second author was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. 0932078 000,
while the author was in residence at the Mathematical Science Research Institute in Berkeley, California,
during the Fall semester 2013.
The third author was partially supported by the NSF grant DMS-1266182 as well as by the Simons
Foundation.
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(ii) cubic life-span bounds for small data. These are related to the normal form method,
but are instead proved by a modified energy method, inspired from the authors’ previous
article [10].
(iii) almost global well-posedness for small localized data, refining and simplifying Wu’s
approach in [23].
We consider both the case of the real line R and the periodic case S1. Our equations are
expressed in coordinates (t, α) where α corresponds to the holomorphic parametrization of
the water domain by the lower half-plane restricted to the real line. To write the equations
we use the Hilbert transform H , as well as the operator
P =
1
2
(I − iH).
Note that P is a projector in R but not on S1.
Our variables (Z,Q) represent the position of the water surface, respectively the holomor-
phic extension of the velocity potential. These will be restricted to the closed subspace of
holomorphic functions within various Sobolev spaces. Here we define holomorphic functions
on R or on S1 as those whose Fourier transform is supported in (−∞, 0]; equivalently, they
admit a bounded holomorphic extension into the lower half-space. On R this can be de-
scribed by the relation Pf = f , but on S1 we also need to make some adjustments for the
constants.
There is a one dimensional degree of freedom in the choice of α, namely the horizontal
translations. To fix this, in the real case we are considering waves which either decay at
infinity,
lim
|α|→∞
Z(α)− α = 0.
In the periodic case we instead assume that Z(α)− α has period 2π and purely imaginary
average. We can also harmlessly assume that Q has real average.
In position-velocity potential holomorphic coordinates the equations have the form

Zt + FZα = 0,
Qt + FQα − i(Z − α) + P
[ |Qα|2
J
]
= 0,
where
F = P
[
Qα − Q¯α
J
]
, J = |Zα|2.
For the derivation of the above equations, we refer the reader to Appendix A. In the real
case these equations originate in [17]. The changes needed for the periodic case are also
described in the same Appendix A. There are also other ways of expressing the equations,
for instance in Cartesian coordinates using the Dirichlet to Neumann map associated to the
water domain, see e.g. [1] . Here we prefer the holomorphic coordinates due to the simpler
form of the equations; in particular, in these coordinates the Dirichlet to Neumann map is
given in terms of the standard Hilbert transform.
It is convenient to work with a new variable, namely
W = Z − α.
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The equations become
(1.1)


Wt + F (1 +Wα) = 0,
Qt + FQα − iW + P
[ |Qα|2
J
]
= 0,
where
F = P
[
Qα − Q¯α
J
]
, J = |1 +Wα|2.
These equations are considered either in R× R or in R× S1.
As the system (1.1) is fully nonlinear, a standard procedure is to convert it into a quasilin-
ear system by differentiating it. Observing that almost no undifferentiated functions appear
in (1.1), one sees that by differentiation we get a self-contained first order quasilinear system
for (Wα, Qα). To write this system we introduce the auxiliary real function b, which we call
the advection velocity, and is given by
b = P
[
Qα
J
]
+ P¯
[
Q¯α
J
]
.
The reason for this will be immediately apparent. Using b, the system (1.1) is written in the
form 

Wt + b(1 +Wα) =
Q¯α
1 + W¯α
,
Qt + bQα − iW = P¯
[ |Qα|2
J
]
,
where the terms on the right are antiholomorphic and disappear when the equations are
projected onto the holomorphic space. Differentiating with respect to α yields a system for
(Wα, Qα), namely

Wαt + bWαα +
1
1 + W¯α
(
Qαα − Qα
1 +Wα
Wαα
)
= −(1 +Wα)F¯α −
[
Q¯α
1 + W¯α
]
α
,
Qtα + bQαα − iWα + 1
1 + W¯α
Qα
1 +Wα
(
Qαα − Qα
1 +Wα
Wαα
)
= −QαF¯α + P¯
[ |Qα|2
J
]
α
.
The terms on the right are mostly antiholomorphic and can be viewed as lower order when
projected on the holomorphic functions. Examining the expression on the left one easily sees
that the above first order system is degenerate, and has a double speed b. Then it is natural
to diagonalize it. This is done using the operator
(1.2) A(w, q) := (w, q − Rw), R := Qα
1 +Wα
.
The factor R above has an intrinsic meaning, namely it is the complex velocity on the water
surface. We also remark that
A(Wα, Qα) = (W, R), W := Wα.
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Thus, the pair (W, R) diagonalizes the differentiated system. Indeed, a direct computation
yields the self-contained system
(1.3)


Wt + bWα +
(1 +W)Rα
1 + W¯
= (1 +W)M,
Rt + bRα = i
(
W − a
1 +W
)
,
where the real frequency-shift a is given by
(1.4) a := i
(
P¯
[
R¯Rα
]− P [RR¯α]) ,
and the auxiliary function M is given by
(1.5) M :=
Rα
1 + W¯
+
R¯α
1 +W
− bα = P¯ [R¯Yα − RαY¯ ] + P [RY¯α − R¯αY ].
The function Y above, given by
Y :=
W
1 +W
,
is introduced in order to avoid rational expressions above and in many places in the sequel.
The system (1.3) governs an evolution in the space of holomorphic functions, and will be
used both directly and in its projected version.
Incidentally, we note that when expressed in terms of (Y,R) the water wave system be-
comes purely polynomial, see also [24],{
Yt + bYα + |1− Y |2Rα = (1− Y )M,
Rt + bRα − i(1 + a)Y = −ia,
where M is as above, and
b = 2ℜ(R− P (RY¯ )), a = 2ℜP (RR¯α).
However, we do not take advantage of this formulation in the present article.
The functions b and a also play a fundamental role in the linearized equation which is
computed in the next section, Section 2. The linearized variables are denoted by (w, q) and,
after the diagonalization, (w, r := q −Rw). The linearized equation, see (2.1), has the form
(1.6)


(∂t + b∂α)w +
1
1 + W¯
rα +
Rα
1 + W¯
w = (1 +W)(Pm¯+ P¯m),
(∂t + b∂α)r − i 1 + a
1 +W
w = P¯n− P n¯,
where
m :=
rα +Rαw
J
+
R¯wα
(1 +W)2
, n :=
R¯(rα +Rαw)
1 +W
.
In particular, we remark that the linearization of the system (1.3) around the zero solution
is
(1.7)
{
wt + rα = 0,
rt − iw = 0.
The analysis of the linearized equation, carried out in Section 2, is a key component of this
paper.
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It is also useful to further differentiate (1.3), in order to obtain a system for (Wα, Rα):

Wαt + bWαα +
[(1 +W)Rα]α
1 + W¯
= −bαWα + (1 +W)RαY¯α +WαM + (1 +W)Mα,
Rtα + bRαα = −bαRα + i
(
(1 + a)Wα
(1 +W)2
− aα
1 +W
)
.
In order to better compare this with the linearized system we introduce the modified variable
R := Rα(1 +W) to get the system

Wαt + bWαα +
Rα
1 + W¯
= −bαWα +RY¯α +WαM + (1 +W)Mα,
Rt + bRα = −
(
bα +
Rα
1 + W¯
)
R+ i
(
(1 + a)Wα
1 +W
− aα
)
+RM.
Expanding the bα terms via (1.5) this yields
(1.8)


Wαt + bWαα +
Rα
1 + W¯
+
Rα
1 + W¯
Wα = G2,
Rt + bRα − i(1 + a)Wα
1 +W
= K2,
where 

G2 = RY¯α − R¯α
1 +W
Wα + 2MWα + (1 +W)Mα,
K2 = −2
(
R¯α
1 +W
+
Rα
1 + W¯
)
R+ 2MR+ (RαR¯α − iaα).
Next, we define our function spaces. The system (1.7) is a well-posed linear evolution in
the space H˙0 of holomorphic functions endowed with the L2×H˙ 12 norm. A conserved energy
for this system is
(1.9) E0(w, r) =
∫
1
2
|w|2 + 1
2i
(rr¯α − r¯rα)dα.
The nonlinear system (1.1) also admits a conserved energy, which has the form
(1.10) E(W,Q) =
∫
1
2
|W |2 + 1
2i
(QQ¯α − Q¯Qα)− 1
4
(W¯ 2Wα +W
2W¯α) dα.
As suggested by the above energy, our main function spaces for the differentiated water wave
system (1.3) are the spaces H˙n endowed with the norm
‖(W, R)‖2
H˙n
:=
n∑
k=0
‖∂kα(W, R)‖2L2×H˙ 12 ,
where n ≥ 1. As an auxiliary step, we will also consider solutions (W, R) in the smaller
space
Hn := Hn ×Hn+ 12 ,
with n ≥ 2.
To describe the lifespan of the solutions we define the control norms
(1.11) A := ‖W‖L∞ + ‖Y ‖L∞ + ‖|D| 12R‖L∞∩B0,∞2 ,
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respectively
(1.12) B := ‖|D| 12W‖BMO + ‖Rα‖BMO.
where |D| represents the multiplier with symbol |ξ|. Here A is a scale invariant quantity,
while B corresponds to the homogeneous H˙1 norm of (W, R). We note that B and all but
the Y component of A are controlled by the H˙1 norm of the solution.
Now we are ready to state our main local well-posedness result:
Theorem 1. Let n ≥ 1. The system (1.3) is locally well-posed for data in H˙n(R) so that
|W + 1| > c > 0 . Further, the solution can be continued for as long as A and B remain
bounded. The same result holds in the periodic setting.
In terms of Sobolev regularity of the data, this result improves the thresholds in earlier
results of Wu [22, 23] and Alazard-Burq-Zuily [1]. However, a direct comparison is nontrivial
due to the fact that the above two papers use different coordinate frames, namely Lagrangian,
respectively Eulerian.
As an interesting side remark, the above result makes no requirement that the curve
{Z(α);α ∈ R} determined by W be nonself-intersecting. If self-intersections occur then the
physical interpretation is lost, but the well-posedness of the system (1.3) is not affected.
Our second goal in this article is to consider the question of obtaining improved lifespan
bounds for the small data problem. Since the nonlinearities in our equations contain qua-
dratic terms, the standard result is to obtain an O(ǫ−1) lifespan for smooth initial data of
size ǫ. However, this problem has the additional feature that there exists a quadratic normal
form transformation which eliminates the quadratic terms in the equation. In the setting of
holomorphic coordinates considered in this paper, this is most readily seen at the level of the
system (1.1). There, the quadratically nonlinear terms may be removed from the water-wave
equations by the near-identity, normal form transformation
(1.13) W˜ = W − 2MℜWWα, Q˜ = Q− 2MℜWR,
where the holomorphic multiplication operator Mf is given by Mfg = P [fg]. For a more
symmetric form of this transformation, one can replace R by Qα. However, it is more
convenient to use the diagonal variable R. For (W˜ , Q˜) we have
Proposition 1.1. The normal form variables (1.13) satisfy equations of the form
(1.14)
{
W˜t + Q˜α = G˜,
Q˜t − iW˜ = K˜,
where G˜, K˜ are cubic (and higher order) functions of (W,W, R,Wα, Rα), given by
(1.15)


G˜ = 2P [(F − R)αℜW +WαFℜW +Wℜ(WF ) + FαWℜW ]
− P [W¯RY¯ −W(P [R¯Y ] + P¯ [RY¯ ])],
K˜ = P
[
(F¯ (1 + W¯)− R¯)R + 2iP
[
W2 + a
1 +W
]
· ℜW + 2P [bRα] · ℜW
]
.
The proof is straightforward; one rewrites the system (1.1) in terms of the normal form
variables (W˜ , Q˜), (3.18). The original variables are (W,Q), but the derivatives of Q from the
perturbative terms G and K are expressed in terms of R and eliminated. We also make use
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of the identity P + P¯ = I. The details are left for the reader. We note that the difference
R− F is quadratic,
R− F = P [RY¯ − R¯Y ].
Heuristically, having cubic nonlinearities yields an improved O(ǫ−2) lifespan for initial data
of size ǫ. However, implementing this idea directly is fraught with difficulties. To start with,
while G˜, K˜ are cubic and higher order terms they also depend on higher-order derivatives
of (W,Q); thus it is not possible to directly close energy estimates for the normal form
variables (W˜ , Q˜). This is related to the fact that the normal form transformation (1.13) is
not invertible, and further to the fact that the system (1.1) is fully nonlinear, as opposed to
semilinear.
There are at least two existing methods in the literature which attempt to address this
difficulty. One such method, introduced by Wu [23], is based on the idea that any trans-
formation which agrees quadratically with the above normal form transform will have the
same effect as the normal form transform, but perhaps one can also choose such a transfor-
mation such that it is invertible. In Wu’s work this transformation is an implicit change of
coordinates, which is further followed by a secondary normal form transformation. A related
example where an implicit change of coordinates is fully sufficient appears in the work [11]
of the first two authors for the related Burgers-Hilbert problem.
A second method, which appears in the work of Shatah etc [18], is based on a mix of
quadratic energy estimates for high derivatives of the solutions, combined with a normal
form method for low derivatives. This works well for water waves in dimension three, but is
not precise enough for the two dimensional problem.
In the present paper we propose an alternative approach for two dimensional water waves,
which seems to be both simpler and more accurate. Precisely, rather than attempting to
modify the equations using a normal form transform, we instead construct modified energy
functionals which have cubic accuracy. A significant advantage of this idea is that it applies
even for the leading order energy functionals, which to our knowledge is new. In a simpler
setting, this method was first introduced by the authors in [10] in the context of the Burgers-
Hilbert problem.
Our first result is translation invariant, and yields a cubic lifespan bound.
Theorem 2. Let ǫ≪ 1. Assume that the initial data for the equation (1.3) on either R or
S1 satisfies
(1.16) ‖(W(0), R(0))‖H˙1 ≤ ǫ.
Then the solution exists on an ǫ−2 sized time interval Iǫ = [0, Tǫ] , and satisfies a similar
bound. In addition, the estimates
sup
t∈Iǫ
‖(W(t), R(t))‖H˙n . ‖(W(0), R(0))‖H˙n, n ≥ 2,
hold whenever the right hand side is finite.
Our second result assumes some additional localization for the initial data, and establishes
almost global existence of solutions. This applies only for the problem on R, and relies on the
dispersive properties of the linear equation (1.7), whose solutions with localized data have t−
1
2
dispersive decay. To state the result we need to return to the original set of variables (W,Q).
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We also take advantage of the scale invariance of the water wave equations. Precisely, it is
invariant with respect to the scaling law
(W (t, α), Q(t, α))→ (λ−2W (λt, λ2α), λ−3Q(λt, λ2α)).
This suggests that we should use the scaling vector field
S = t∂t + 2α∂α,
and its action on the pair (W,Q), namely
S(W,Q) = ((S − 2)W, (S − 3)Q).
However, these are not the correct diagonal variables; to diagonalize we use the notations
(w, r) =: AS(W,Q).
Then (W, R) solve the linearized equations 1.6 and define the weighted energy
(1.17) ‖(W,Q)(t)‖2WH := ‖(W,Q)(t)‖2H˙0 + ‖(W, R)(t)‖
2
H˙5
+ ‖(w, r)(t)‖2
H˙0
.
Then we have
Theorem 3. There exists c > 0 so that for each initial data (W (0), Q(0)) for the system
(1.1) satisfying
(1.18) ‖(W,Q)(0)‖2WH ≤ ǫ≪ 1,
the solution exists up to time Tǫ = e
cǫ−2 and satisfies
(1.19) ‖(W,Q)(t)‖2WH . ǫ, |t| < Tǫ.
as well as
(1.20) |W |+ |Wα|+ ||D| 12Wα|+ |R|+ |Rα| . ǫ〈t〉 12 , |t| < Tǫ.
This lifespan bound was originally established by Wu [23]. Here, we prove the same result
under less restrictive assumptions, and, hopefully, with a simpler proof. We should also
mention here the recent work of Ionescu-Pusateri [12],[13] and Alazard-Delort [3], where
global well-posedness is proved for small localized data. In a follow-up paper we provide a
simplified proof of this result as well.
While our research for this paper was largely complete by the time [13] and [3] appeared,
there is one idea from Ionescu and Pusateri’s article [13] which we adopted here in order to
shorten the exposition; this is the fact that in order to close the estimates it suffices to use
a single iteration of the scaling vector field S. However, our implementation of this idea is
different from [13], and also more efficient, in the sense that we use no higher derivatives of
S(W,Q).
For the reminder of the introduction we provide a brief outline of the paper. The first step
of the analysis is to study the linearization of the equation (1.1); this is done in Section 2.
We begin with the diagonalisation of the linearized equations; this in turn leads to energy
estimates, which are crucial in the proof of the local well-posedness result. The linearized
energy functional is then refined so that cubically nonlinear estimates can be proved; this
is essential in the proof of the improved lifespan result. We make no use of dispersive
decay in this normal form analysis, so it works also for spatially periodic solutions. The low
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regularity threshold is reached by using various bilinear Coifman-Meyer type estimates, as
well as multilinear versions thereof.
In Section 3 we consider the equations for higher order derivatives of the solution. The
principal part of these equations is closely related to the linearized equations studied in
the previous section. After some normalization, the quadratic bounds follow directly from
the ones for the linearized equation. The emphasis there is again on obtaining cubically
nonlinear estimates. The essential idea is to construct a modified energy functional with
better estimates. Our modified energy essentially combines the linearized energy, for the
leading part, with the cubic normal form energy for the lower order terms. This is similar
to the approach in the paper [10] devoted to the Burgers-Hilbert problem.
Section 4 contains the proof of the local well-posedness result. We begin with more regular
data, both in terms of low frequencies and in terms of high frequencies. For such data, a
standard mollifier technique suffices in order to establish well-posedness. The rough H˙1
solutions are obtained as uniform limits of smooth solutions by using the estimates for the
linearized equation. The same construction yields their continuous dependence on data.
In Section 5 we prove the cubic lifespan bounds for small initial data in Theorem 1.
In Section 6 we provide the proof of the long time results. The cubic lifespan result is a
straightforward consequence of the cubic energy estimates. The proof of the almost global
result is slightly more involved, as it requires, as an intermediate step, to prove the t−
1
2
dispersive decay for a limited number of derivatives of (W, R). These bounds are obtained
from the vector field energy estimates, essentially in an elliptic fashion via Sobolev type
embeddings.
Appendix A includes, for reader’s convenience, a complete derivation of the holomorphic
water wave equations. Finally, Appendix B contains a collection of bilinear, multilinear
and commutator estimates which are used at various places in the paper. We are grateful to
Camil Muscalu for useful conversations pointing us in the right direction for this last section.
2. The linearized equation
In this section we derive the linearized water wave equations, and prove energy estimates
for them. We do this in three stages. First we prove quadratic energy estimates in H˙0, which
apply for the large data problem. Then we prove cubic energy estimates in H˙0 for the small
data problem. Various bilinear, multilinear and commutator estimates which are used in
this section are collected in Appendix B.
2.1. Computing the linearization. The solutions for the linearized water wave equation
around a solution (W,Q) are denoted by (w, q). However, it will be more convenient to
immediately switch to diagonal variables (w, r), where
r := q −Rw.
The linearization of R is
δR =
qα − Rwα
1 +W
=
rα +Rαw
1 +W
,
while the linearization of F can be expressed in the form
δF = P [m− m¯],
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where the auxiliary variable m corresponds to differentiating F with respect to the holomor-
phic variables,
m :=
qα −Rwα
J
+
R¯wα
(1 +W)2
=
rα +Rαw
J
+
R¯wα
(1 +W)2
.
Denoting also
n := R¯δR =
R¯(rα +Rαw)
1 +W
,
the linearized water wave equations take the form{
wt + Fwα + (1 +W)P [m− m¯] = 0,
qt + Fqα +QαP [m− m¯]− iw + P [n + n¯] = 0.
Recalling that b = F +
R¯
1 +W
, this becomes

(∂t + b∂α)w + (1 +W)P [m− m¯] = R¯wα
1 +W
,
(∂t + b∂α)q +QαP [m− m¯]− iw + P [n+ n¯] = R¯qα
1 +W
.
Now, we can use the second equation in (1.3) to switch from q to r and obtain

(∂t + b∂α)w + (1 +W)P [m− m¯] = R¯wα
1 +W
,
(∂t + b∂α)r − i 1 + a
1 +W
w + P [n + n¯] =
R¯(rα +Rαw)
1 +W
.
Terms like P¯m, P¯n are lower order since the differentiated holomorphic variables have to be
lower frequency. The same applies to their conjugates. Moving those terms to the right and
taking advantage of algebraic cancellations we are left with
(2.1)


(∂t + b∂α)w +
1
1 + W¯
rα +
Rα
1 + W¯
w = G(w, r),
(∂t + b∂α)r − i 1 + a
1 +W
w = K(w, r),
where
G(w, r) = (1 +W)(Pm¯+ P¯m), K(w, r) = P¯ n− P n¯.
We remark that while (w, r) are holomorphic, it is not directly obvious that the above
evolution preserves the space of holomorphic states. To remedy this one can also project the
linearized equations onto the space of holomorphic functions via the projection P . Then we
obtain the equations
(2.2)


(∂t +Mb∂α)w + P
[
1
1 + W¯
rα
]
+ P
[
Rα
1 + W¯
w
]
= PG(w, r),
(∂t +Mb∂α)r − iP
[
1 + a
1 +W
w
]
= PK(w, r).
Since the original set of equations (1.1) is fully holomorphic, it follows that the two sets of
equations, (2.1) and (2.2), are algebraically equivalent.
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In order to obtain cubic linearized energy estimates it is also of interest to separate the
quadratic parts G2 and K2 of G and K. These are split into quadratic and higher terms as
shown below
G =G(2) + G(3+), K = K(2) +K(3+).
For the quadratic parts we have
PG(2)(w, r) = − P [Wr¯α] + P [Rw¯α] , PK(2)(w, r) = −P [Rr¯α] ,
with P¯G(2)(w, r) = PG(2)(w, r) and P¯K(2)(w, r) = −PK(2)(w, r). We can also rewrite the
above expressions in a commutator form
(2.3) PG(2)(w, r) = − [P,W] r¯α + [P,R] w¯α, PK(2)(w, r) = − [P,R] r¯α.
The cubic terms have the form
G(3+)(w, r) = Pm¯(3+) + P¯m(3+) +W(Pm¯+ P¯m), K(3+)(w, r) = P¯n(3+) − P n¯(3+).
For the purpose of simplifying nonlinear estimates, it is convenient to express G(3) and K(3)
in a polynomial fashion. This is done using the variable Y =
W
1 +W
. Then we have
P¯m = P¯ [wα(1− Y )2R¯− (rα +Rαw)(1− Y )Y¯ ],
P¯m(3+) = P¯ [rα(W¯ + Y )Y¯ − Rαw(1− Y )Y¯ − wα(2Y − Y 2)R¯],
P¯ n(3+) = P¯ [−rαY R¯ +Rαw(1− Y )R¯].
2.2. Quadratic estimates for large data. Our goal here is to study the well-posedness
of the system (2.2) in L2 × H˙ 12 . We begin with a more general version of the system (2.2),
namely
(2.4)


(∂t +Mb∂α)w + P
[
1
1 + W¯
rα
]
+ P
[
Rα
1 + W¯
w
]
= G,
(∂t +Mb∂α)r − iP
[
1 + a
1 +W
w
]
= K,
and define the associated positive definite linear energy
E
(2)
lin(w, r) =
∫
R
(1 + a)|w|2 + ℑ(rr¯α)dα.
We remark that, by Proposition 2.6, a is nonnegative and bounded, therefore
E
(2)
lin (w, r) ≈A E0(w, r)
Our first result uses the control parameters A and B defined in (1.11), (1.12):
Proposition 2.1. a) The linear equation (2.4) is well-posed in H˙0, and the following esti-
mate holds:
(2.5)
d
dt
E
(2)
lin (w, r) = 2ℜ
∫
R
(1 + a)w¯ G− ir¯αK dα +OA(AB)E(2)lin (w, r).
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b) The linearized equation (2.2) is well-posed in L2×H˙ 12 , and the following estimate holds:
(2.6)
d
dt
E
(2)
lin(w, r) .A BE
(2)
lin(w, r).
Proof. a) A direct computation yields
d
dt
∫
(1 + a)|w|2dα = 2ℜ
∫
(1 + a)w¯(∂t +Mb∂α)w + aw¯[b, P ]wα dα,
+
∫
[at + ((1 + a)b)α] |w|2 dα.
A similar computation shows that
d
dt
∫
ℑ(r∂αr¯) dα = 2ℑ
∫
(∂t +Mb∂α)r ∂αr¯ dα.
Adding the two and using the equations (2.4), the quadratic ℜ(wr¯α) term cancels modulo
another commutator term, and we obtain
(2.7)
d
dt
E
(2)
lin (w, r) = 2ℜ
∫
(1 + a)w¯ G− ir¯αK dα + err1,
where
err1 =
∫
[at + ((1 + a)b)α] |w|2dα− 2ℜ
∫
(1 + a)
Rα
1 + W¯
|w|2 dα
− 2ℜ
∫
+aw¯ (
[
Y¯ , P
]
(rα +Rαw) + [P, b]wα) dα.
Using the auxiliary function M in (1.5), we rewrite it as
err1 =
∫
(at + baα) |w|2 +M(1 + a)|w|2 dα− 2ℜ
∫
aw¯ (
[
Y¯ , P
]
(rα +Rαw) + [P, b]wα) dα.
The error term is at least quartic. To conclude the proof of (2.5) it suffices to show that
(2.8) |err1| . ABE(2)lin(w, r).
For the first term, by Proposition 2.6 in the Appendix B, we have |at + baα| . AB. For
the second term we combine the pointwise bounds |a| . A2 in Lemma 2.6 together with
‖M‖L∞ . AB in Lemma 2.8.
For the last term it remains to estimate the commutators in L2. Two of them are obtained
using Lemma 2.1,
‖ [Y¯ , P ] rα‖L2 . ‖|D| 12Y ‖BMO‖r‖H˙ 12 , ‖[P, b]wα‖L2 . ‖bα‖BMO‖w‖L2,
and suffice due to the bounds for b and Y in Lemmas 2.7,2.5. For the remaining piece we
write [Y¯ , P ](Rαw) = [P¯ , P¯ [Y¯ Rα]]w] and use (B.7) to estimate
‖P¯ [P¯ [Y¯ Rα]w]‖L2 . ‖w‖L2‖P¯ [Y¯ Rα]‖BMO . ‖w‖L2‖|D| 12Y ‖BMO‖|D| 12R‖BMO,
where the bilinear bound in the second step follows after a bilinear Littlewood-Paley decom-
position from (B.12) and (B.15).
b) To estimate the terms involving G and K we separate the quadratic and cubic parts.
It suffices to show that the quadratic terms satisfy
(2.9) ‖G(2)(w, r)‖L2 + ‖K(2)(w, r)‖H˙ 12 .A B(‖w‖L2 + ‖r‖H˙ 12 ),
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while the cubic and higher terms satisfy
(2.10) ‖G(3+)(w, r)‖L2 + ‖K(3+)(w, r)‖H˙ 12 .A AB(‖w‖L2 + ‖r‖H˙ 12 ).
In order to obtain the estimates claimed in (2.9),(2.10) we use the Coifman-Meyer [6] type
commutator estimates described in the Appendix B, Lemma 2.1. Precisely, for the first term
in PG(2)(w, r) we use (B.10) with s = 0, and σ = 1
2
to write
‖ [P,W] r¯α‖L2 . ‖|D| 12W‖BMO‖r‖H˙ 12 .
For the second term in PG(2)(w, r) we use (B.10) with s = 0 and σ = 1 to obtain
‖ [P,R] w¯α‖L2 . ‖Rα‖BMO‖w‖L2,
and for PK(2)(w, r) we use (B.10) with s = 1
2
, and σ = 1
2
, and conclude that
‖ [P,R] r¯α‖H˙ 12 . ‖Rα‖BMO‖r‖H˙ 12 .
The same estimate applies to the antiholomorphic parts of G(2) and K(2), and (2.3) follows.
For the cubic and higher parts of G andK we apply the same type of commutator estimates,
as well as the BMO bounds in Proposition 2.2, as follows:
‖P¯ [rα(1− Y )Y¯ W¯]‖L2 . ‖r‖H˙ 12 ‖(1− Y )Y¯ W¯‖BMO 12 .A ‖Y ‖L∞‖r‖H˙ 12 ,
using (B.16) at the last step.
‖P¯ [w(1− Y )RαY¯ ]‖L2 . ‖w(1− Y )‖L2‖P¯ [RαY¯ ]‖BMO .A ‖w‖L2‖R‖BMO 12 ‖Y ‖BMO 12
using (B.12) and (B.15) at the last step.
‖P¯ [wα(2Y − Y 2)R¯]‖L2 . ‖w‖L2‖∂αP¯ [(2Y − Y 2)R¯]‖BMO,.A ‖w‖L2‖Y ‖L∞‖R‖BMO
using (B.12), and (B.14) at the last step.
‖|D| 12 P¯ [rαY R¯]‖L2 . ‖r‖H˙ 12 ‖∂αP¯ [Y R¯]‖L2 .A ‖r‖H˙ 12 ‖Y ‖L∞‖R‖BMO,
again by (B.12) and (B.14). Finally,
‖|D| 12 P¯ [w(1− Y )RαR¯]‖L2 . ‖w(1− Y )‖L2‖|D| 12 P¯ [RαR¯]‖BMO
.A ‖w‖L2‖|D| 12R‖BMO‖Rα‖BMO
follows using (B.12) and (B.15).

2.3. Cubic estimates for small data. For the small data problem it is of further interest
to track the solution on larger time scales. For this we add to the equations the holomorphic
quadratic parts PG(2) and PK(2) of G and K and consider the linear equations
(2.11)


(∂t +Mb∂α)w + P
[
1
1 + W¯
rα
]
+ P
[
Rα
1 + W¯
w
]
= −P [Wr¯α − Rw¯α] +G,
(∂t +Mb∂α)r − iP
[
1 + a
1 +W
w
]
= −P [Rr¯α] +K.
For this problem we add appropriate cubic terms and define the modified energy
E
(3)
lin(w, r) =
∫
R
(1 + a)|w|2 + ℑ(rr¯α) + 2ℑ(R¯wrα)− 2ℜ(W¯w2) dα.
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Then we have:
Proposition 2.2. Assume that A≪ 1. Then
(2.12) E
(3)
lin(w, r) = (1 +O(A))E0(w, r).
In addition, the following properties hold:
a) The solutions to (2.11) satisfy
d
dt
E
(3)
lin(w, r) = 2ℜ
∫ (
(1 + a)w¯ − iR¯rα − 2W¯w
)
G+ i(r¯ − R¯w)Kα dα
+OA(AB)E
(3)
lin (w, r).
(2.13)
b) For solutions to the linearized equation (2.2) we have:
(2.14)
d
dt
E
(3)
lin (w, r) .A ABE
(3)
lin (w, r).
Proof. For (2.12) we need to estimate the added cubic terms in E
(3)
lin (w, r). The second is
trivially bounded, while the first is rewritten as
ℑ
∫
wP¯ [R¯rα] dα.
By Lemma 2.1 we have ‖P [R¯rα]‖L2 . ‖|D| 12R‖BMO‖r‖H˙ 12 , hence (2.12) follows.
a) To prove the estimate (2.13) we compute the time derivative of the cubic component
of the energy E3lin(w, r), using the projected equations for w and r and the unprojected
equations for R and W:
d
dt
(
ℑ
∫
R¯wrα dα−ℜ
∫
W¯w2dα
)
=ℑ
∫
−iW¯wrα − R¯rαrα + iR¯wwα + R¯rαG+ R¯wKα dα
+ ℜ
∫
R¯αw
2 + 2W¯wrα + 2W¯wF dα + err2,
where
(2.15)
err2 = ℑ
∫ {(
i
(
W¯2 + a
1 + W¯
)
− bR¯α
)
wrα − R¯w∂α
(
Mbrα − iP
[
a−W
1 +W
w
]
+ P [Rr¯α]
)
−R¯rα
(
Mbwα − P
[
W¯
1 + W¯
rα
]
+ P
[
Rα
1 + W¯
w
]
+ P [Wr¯α −Rw¯α]
)}
dα
+ ℜ
∫ {
w2
(
bW¯α +
W¯ −W
1 +W
R¯α − (1 + W¯)M¯
)
+2W¯w
(
Mbwα − P
[
W¯
1 + W¯
rα
]
+ P
[
Rα
1 + W¯
w
]
+ P [Wr¯α − Rw¯α]
)}
dα.
Adding this to (2.5) (but applied to solutions to (2.11)) we obtain
(2.16)
d
dt
E
(3)
lin(w, r) = 2ℜ
∫ (
(1 + a)w¯ − iR¯rα − 2W¯w
)
G+ i(r¯− R¯w)Kα dα+err1+err3,
where
err3 = 2err2 − 2ℜ
∫
aw¯P [Wr¯α − Rw¯α] dα.
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Given the bound (2.8) for err1, the proof of (2.13) is concluded if we show that
(2.17) |err3| . ABE0(w, r).
Further, recalling the estimate (2.9), which in expanded form reads
(2.18) ‖P [Wr¯α −Rw¯α] ‖L2 + ‖P [Rr¯α]‖H˙ 12 . B‖(w, r)‖L2×H˙ 12 ,
it suffices to estimate err2,
(2.19) |err2| . ABE0(w, r).
For the remainder of the proof we separately estimate several types of terms in err2:
A. Terms involving b. Here, we use the bounds for b in Lemma 2.7, which give
‖bα‖BMO .A B, ‖|D| 12 b‖BMO .A A.
We first collect all the terms that are contained in the first integral in err2 and include b,
I1 =
∫
−bR¯αwrα − R¯rαMbwα − R¯w∂α(Mbrα) dα.
We claim that
(2.20) |I1| . (‖|D| 12R‖BMO‖bα‖BMO + ‖Rα‖BMO‖|D| 12 b‖BMO)‖w‖L2‖r‖H˙ 12 .
Integrating by parts we get I1 = I2 + I3, where
I2 =
∫
R¯αwP¯ [brα] dα, I3 =
∫
−R¯rαMbwα − R¯w∂α(Mbrα) dα.
The first term on the right has a commutator structure and will be estimated separately
later, see I5 below. The bound for I3 is proved in the appendix, see (B.35).
We next collect all the terms that are contained in the second integral in err2 and include
b, and rewrite them as
I4 =
∫
w2∂αMbW + 2W¯wMbwα dα =
∫
−2wwαbW¯ + 2W¯wMbwα dα =
∫
−2W¯wP¯ [bwα] dα.
The expression P¯ [bwα] is bounded in L
2 using Lemma 2.1 to obtain
|I4| . ‖W‖L∞‖bα‖BMO‖w‖2L2.
B. Quadrilinear terms bounded via both L2 · L2 and H˙ 12 · H˙− 12 pairings. This
includes the following expressions:
I5 =
∫
R¯αwP¯ [brα] dα =
∫
P¯ [brα]P [R¯αw] dα,
I6 =
∫
R¯rαP
[
W¯
1 + W¯
rα
]
dα =
∫
P¯ [R¯rα]P
[
Y¯ rα
]
dα,
I7 =
∫
R¯rαP
[
Rα
1 + W¯
w
]
dα =
∫
P¯ [R¯rα]P
[
Rαw(1− Y¯ )
]
dα,
I8 =
∫
W¯wP
[
Rα
1 + W¯
w
]
dα =
∫
P¯ [W¯w]P
[
Rα(1− Y¯ )w
]
dα,
I9 =
∫
W¯wP
[
W¯
1 + W¯
rα
]
dα =
∫
P¯ [W¯w]P
[
Y¯ rα
]
dα.
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The strategy here is to bound the first factor in both L2 and H˙
1
2 , and the second, partially
in L2 and partially in H˙−
1
2 . For the first factor we have by Lemma 2.1:
‖P¯ [brα]‖L2 + ‖P¯ [R¯rα]‖L2 . (‖|D| 12 b‖BMO + ‖|D| 12R‖BMO)‖r‖H˙ 12 . A‖r‖H˙ 12 ,
‖P¯ [brα]‖H˙ 12 + ‖P¯ [R¯rα]‖H˙ 12 . (‖bα‖BMO + ‖Rα‖BMO)‖r‖H˙ 12 . B‖r‖H˙ 12 ,
as well as
‖P¯ [W¯w]‖L2 + ‖|D| 12 P¯ [R¯w]‖L2 . (‖W‖BMO + ‖|D| 12R‖BMO)‖w‖L2 . A‖w‖L2,
‖P¯ [W¯w]‖
H˙
1
2
+ ‖|D| 12 P¯ [R¯w]‖
H˙
1
2
. (‖|D| 12W‖BMO + ‖Rα‖BMO)‖w‖L2 . B‖w‖L2.
We now consider the second factor in the above integrals. For P [R¯αw] we have
‖
∑
k
P [R¯k,αwk]‖L2 . ‖Rα‖BMO‖w‖L2, ‖
∑
k
P [R¯<k,αwk]‖H˙− 12 . ‖|D|
1
2R‖BMO‖w‖L2.
The same argument applies to P
[
Rα(1− Y¯ )w
]
once we use the decomposition
P
[
(1− Y¯ )Rαw
]
= P
[
(1− Y¯ )
∑
k∈Z
Rα,≥kwk
]
− P
[∑
k∈Z
Y¯kRα,<kwk
]
+
∑
k∈Z
(1− Y¯ )<kRα,<kwk.
The first term is easily bounded in L2 by Lemma 2.1. The second is also in L2 using (B.14)
for the product of the first two factors. Finally, the third is bounded in H˙−
1
2 by estimating
‖Rα,<k‖L∞ . 2 k2A.
It remains to consider the expression
P
[
Y¯ rα
]
= P
[∑
k
Y¯krk,α
]
+
∑
k
Y¯<krk,α.
Here, the first term is estimated in L2 using Lemma 2.1, while the second goes into H˙−
1
2 .
C. Quadrilinear terms bounded via an L2 · L2 pairing. This includes the following
expressions:
I9 =
∫
R¯w∂αP
[
a−W
1 +W
w
]
dα = −
∫
∂αP¯ [R¯w]P [(a(1− Y )− Y )w] dα,
I10 =
∫
R¯w∂αP [Rr¯α] dα = −
∫
∂αP¯ [R¯w]∂αP [Rr¯α] dα,
I11 =
∫
R¯rαP [Wr¯α −Rw¯α] dα =
∫
P¯ [R¯rα]P [Wr¯α −Rw¯α]dα,
I12 =
∫
W¯wP [Wr¯α − Rw¯α] dα =
∫
P¯ [W¯w]P [Wr¯α − Rw¯α] dα.
In all cases both factors are estimated directly in L2, using Lemma 2.1, see also (2.18).
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D. Trilinear estimates. This includes the terms:
I13 =
∫
W¯2 + a
1 + W¯
wrα dα =
∫
wP¯ [P¯ frα] dα, f =
W¯2 + a
1 + W¯
,
I14 =
∫
w2P¯
[
W¯ −W
1 +W
R¯α
]
dα =
∫
wP¯ [P¯ gw] dα, g =
W¯ −W
1 +W
R¯α,
I15 =
∫
w2P¯
[
(1 + W¯)M
]
dα =
∫
wP¯ [P¯ hw] dα, h = (1 + W¯)M.
Using Lemma 2.1 we have
(2.21)
|I13| . ‖|D| 12 P¯ f‖BMO‖w‖L2‖r‖H˙ 12 , |I14| . ‖P¯ g‖BMO‖w‖
2
L2, |I15| . ‖P¯ h‖BMO‖w‖2L2,
so it suffices to show that
‖|D| 12 f‖BMO + ‖g‖BMO + ‖h‖BMO . AB.
The f bound follows from the algebra property of BMO
1
2 ∩ L∞ in (B.16) in view of (B.24)
and (B.25). The g bound is obtained by writing
W¯ −W
1 +W
R¯α =
∑
k
P≤k
(
W¯ −W
1 +W
)
Rk,α +
∑
k
Pk
(
W¯ −W
1 +W
)
R<k,α.
For the first term we use (B.14), while for the second, (B.15). Finally, the h bound is trivial
due to (B.32). The proof of (2.13) is concluded.
b) To prove the bound (2.14) it suffices to apply the estimate in (2.13) with
F = PF3+(w, r), G = PG3+(w, r).
Given the estimate (2.10) for the cubic components of F and G and the pointwise bound
(B.24) for a, it remains to consider the terms∫
R¯rαPF (3+) dα,
∫
W¯wPF (3+) dα,
∫
R¯w)PG(3+) dα.
For the first one we use the second part of (2.21) to get
(2.22)
∣∣∣∣
∫
R¯rαPF (3+) dα
∣∣∣∣ . ‖|D| 12R‖L∞‖r‖H˙ 12 ‖F (3+)‖L2 . AB‖(w, r)‖2H˙0
The second one is directly estimated as
(2.23)
∣∣∣∣
∫
R¯w∂αK dα
∣∣∣∣ . ‖|D| 12R‖L∞‖w‖L2‖K‖H˙ 12 . AB‖(w, r)‖2H˙0
On the last term, using the first part of (2.21), we get
(2.24)
∣∣∣∣
∫
R¯w∂αK dα
∣∣∣∣ . ‖|D| 12R‖L∞‖w‖L2‖K‖H˙ 12 . AB‖(w, r)‖2H˙0
The proof of the proposition is concluded.

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3. Higher order energy estimates
The main goal of this section is to establish two energy bounds for (W, R) and their
higher derivatives. The first one is a quadratic bound which applies for all solutions. The
second one is a cubic bound which only applies for small solutions. The large data result is
as follows:
Proposition 3.1. For any n ≥ 1 there exists an energy functional En,(2) with the following
properties: (i) Norm equivalence:
En,(2)(W, R) ≈A E0(∂n−1W, ∂n−1R),
(ii) Quadratic energy estimates for solutions to (1.3):
d
dt
En,(2)(W, R) .A BE
n,(2)(W, R).
The small data result is as follows:
Proposition 3.2. For any n ≥ 1 there exists an energy functional En,(3) which has the
following properties as long as A≪ 1:
(i) Norm equivalence:
En,(3)(W, R) = (1 +O(A))E0(∂
n−1W, ∂n−1R),
(ii) Cubic energy estimates:
d
dt
En,(3)(W, R) .A ABE
n,(3)(W, R).
We remark that the case n = 1 corresponds to bounds for (W, R). But these solve
the linearized system (2.2), so the above results are consequences of Proposition 2.1 and
Proposition 2.2. In the sequel we consider separately the cases n = 2 and n ≥ 3.
3.1. The case n = 2. We use the system (1.8) for (Wα,R := Rα(1 + W)), which for
convenience we recall here:

Wαt + bWαα +
Rα
1 + W¯
+
Rα
1 + W¯
Wα = RY¯α − R¯α
1 +W
Wα + 2MWα + (1 +W)Mα,
Rt + bRα − i(1 + a)Wα
1 +W
= −2
(
R¯α
1 +W
+
Rα
1 + W¯
)
R+ 2MR+ (RαR¯α − iaα).
Here we have isolated on the left the leading part of the linearized equation. We want
to interpret the terms on the right as mostly perturbative, but also pay attention to the
quadratic part. Thus, for bookkeeping purposes, we introduce two types of error terms,
denoted err(L2) and err(H˙
1
2 ), which correspond to the two equations. The bounds for these
errors are in terms of the control variables A,B, as well as the L2 type norm
N2 = ‖(Wα, Rα)‖L2×H˙ 12 .
By err(L2) we denote terms G, which satisfy the estimates
‖PG‖L2 .A ABN2,
and
either ‖P¯G‖L2 .A BN2 or ‖P¯G‖H˙− 12 .A AN2.
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By err(H˙
1
2 ) we denote terms K, which are at least cubic and which satisfy the estimates
‖PK‖
H˙
1
2
.A ABN2, ‖PK‖L2 .A A2N2,
and
‖P¯K‖L2 .A AN2.
The use of the more relaxed quadratic control on the antiholomorphic terms, as opposed
to the cubic control on the holomorphic terms, is motivated by the fact that the equations
will eventually get projected on the holomorphic space, so the antiholomorphic components
will have less of an impact. A key property of the space of errors is contained in the following
Lemma 3.3. Let Φ be a function which satisfies
(3.1) ‖Φ‖L∞ . A, ‖|D| 12Φ‖BMO . B.
Then, we have the multiplicative bounds
(3.2) Φ · err(L2) = err(L2), Φ · err(H˙ 12 ) = err(H˙ 12 ),
(3.3) Φ · Perr(L2) = A err(L2), Φ · Perr(H˙ 12 ) = A err(H˙ 12 ).
The proof of the lemma, based on Lemma 2.1, is relatively straightforward and is left for
the reader. We will apply this lemma for Φ which are arbitrary smooth functions of W and
W¯. Then the estimates (3.1) are consequences of our Moser estimates in (B.17).
We now expand some of the terms in the above system. For this we will use the following
bounds for M , see (B.32) and (B.33):
(3.4) ‖M‖L∞ . AB, ‖M‖H˙ 12 . AN2.
First we note that
(3.5) MWα = err(L
2), MR = err(H˙
1
2 ).
The first is straightforward in view of pointwise bound forM . For the second, by Lemma 3.3
we can replace MR by MRα. After a Littlewood-Paley decomposition, the H˙
1
2 estimate for
MRα is a consequence of the pointwise bound in (3.4) for low-high and balanced interactions,
and of the H˙
1
2 bound in (3.4) combined with Lemma 2.1 for the high-low interactions.
It remains to estimate MRα in L
2. If the frequency of M is larger than or equal to the
frequency of Rα, then we can use the H˙
1
2 bound for M . We are left with∑
k
Rk,αM<k =
∑
k
Rk,αM(R<k, Y<k) +
∑
k
∑
j≥k
Rk,αP<kM(Rj , Yj).
For the first sum we use
‖M(R<k, Y<k)‖L∞ . 2 k2A2.
For the second we bound
‖
∑
k
∑
j≥k
Rk,αP<kM(Rj , Yj)‖2L2 .
∑
j≥k
2k−j‖|D| 12R‖4L∞‖Yj,α‖2 . A2N2.
Next we consider (1 +W)Mα, for which we claim that
Mα = RαY¯α − R¯αYα + P [RW¯αα − R¯ααW] + err(L2),
P [RW¯αα − R¯ααW] = A−1err(L2).
(3.6)
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By Lemma 3.3, this shows that
(1 +W)Mα = RY¯α − R¯α
1 +W
Wα + P [RW¯αα − R¯ααW] + err(L2).
To prove (3.6) we write
Mα = RαY¯α − R¯αYα + P [RY¯αα − R¯ααY ] + P¯ (g1 + 2g2)
= RαY¯α − R¯αYα + P [RW¯αα − R¯ααW]− Pf + P¯ (g1 + 2g2),
where
f = R(W¯Y¯ )αα − R¯αα(WY ), g1 = R¯Yαα − RααY¯ , g2 = R¯αYα − RαY¯α.
For f and g1 we have L
2 bounds
‖Pf‖L2 . ABN2, ‖P¯ g1‖L2 . BN2,
which follow from commutator type bounds
(3.7) ‖P [RΦ¯αα]‖L2 . ‖Rα‖BMO‖Φα‖L2 , ‖P [R¯ααΦ]‖L2 . ‖Rα‖H˙ 12 ‖|D|
1
2Φ‖BMO,
derived from Lemma 2.1. For the first term in g2 we have a similar L
2 bound, but for the
second we split
P¯ [RαY¯α] = P¯ [
∑
k
Rk,αY¯k,α] +
∑
k
R<k,αY¯k,α.
The first sum is bounded in L2 using Lemma 2.1, but for the second we only get a H˙−
1
2
bound,
‖
∑
k
R<k,αY¯k,α‖H˙− 12 . AN2.
Finally, we also claim that
iaα = RαR¯α + P [RR¯αα] + err(H˙
1
2 ), P [RR¯αα] = A
−1err(H˙
1
2 ),
which is again a consequence of commutator type estimates for holomorphic V :
(3.8) ‖P [RV¯α]‖H˙ 12 . ‖Rα‖BMO‖V ‖H˙ 12 , ‖P [RV¯α]‖L2 . ‖|D|
1
2R‖L∞‖V ‖H˙ 12 .
Taking into account all of the above expansions, it follows that our system can be rewritten
in the form

(∂t + b∂α)Wα +
Rα
1 + W¯
+
RαWα
1 + W¯
= 2RY¯α − 2R¯αWα
1 +W
+ P [RW¯αα − R¯ααW] + err(L2),
(∂t + b∂α)R− i(1 + a)Wα
1 +W
= −2
(
R¯α
1 +W
+
Rα
1 + W¯
)
R− P [R¯ααR] + err(H˙ 12 ).
One might wish to compare this system with the linearized system which was studied before.
However, the terms on the right cannot be all bounded in L2 × H˙ 12 , even after applying the
projection operator P . Precisely, the terms on the right which cannot be bounded directly
in L2 × H˙ 12 are −2 R¯α
1 +W
Wα, respectively −2
(
R¯α
1 +W
+
Rα
1 + W¯
)
R.
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But these terms can be eliminated by conjugation with respect to a real exponential weight
e2φ, where φ = −2ℜ log(1 +W). Then
φα = −2ℜ Wα
1 +W
, (∂t + b∂α)φ = 2ℜ Rα
1 + W¯
− 2M.
We denote the weighted variables by
w = e2φWα, r = e
2φR.
Using (3.5) and Lemma 3.3 it follows that Mw = err(L2), Mr = err(H˙
1
2 ). Then we get the
equations 

wt + bwα +
rα
1 + W¯
+
Rα
1 + W¯
w = P [RW¯αα − R¯ααW] + err(L2),
rt + brα − i(1 + a)w
1 +W
= −P [R¯ααR] + err(H˙ 12 ).
We are not yet in a position to use our bounds for the linearized equation since w and r are
not exactly holomorphic. We project onto the holomorphic space to write a system for the
variables (Pw, Pr). At this point one may legitimately be concerned that restricting to the
holomorphic part might remove a good portion of our variables. However, this is not the
case:
Lemma 3.4. The energy of (Pw, Pr) above is equivalent to the energy of (Wα, Rα)
(3.9) ‖(Pw, Pr)‖
L2×H˙
1
2
≈A ‖(w, r)‖L2×H˙ 12 ≈A ‖(Wα, Rα)‖L2×H˙ 12 = N2.
Proof. The estimate for w is easy. We trivially have ‖w‖L2 .A ‖Wα‖L2, while for the
converse we write
‖Wα‖2L2 .
∫
W¯αe
φWα dα =
∫
W¯αPw dα . ‖Wα‖L2‖Pw‖L2.
To obtain the estimate for r we write
|D| 12P (eφ(1 +W)Rα) = eφ(1 +W)|D| 12Rα + [P |D| 12 , eφ(1 +W)]Rα.
We bound all terms in L2. The one on the left is ‖r‖
H˙
1
2
, while the first one on the right
is ≈ ‖Rα‖H˙ 12 . It remains to bound the commutator on the right, for which we have, with
Φ = eφ(1 +W),
‖[P |D| 12 ,Φ]Rα‖L2 . ‖|D|Φ‖L2‖|D| 12R‖BMO .A ‖Wα‖L2.

Now, we write the system for (Pw, Pr):

Pwt +MbPwα + P
[
Prα
1 + W¯
]
+ P
[
Rα
1 + W¯
Pw
]
= P [RW¯αα − R¯ααW] +G2 + err(L2),
P rt +MbPrα − iP
[
(1 + a)Pw
1 +W
]
= −P [R¯ααR] +K2 + err(H˙ 12 ),
where
G2 = −P [bP¯wα]− P
[
Rα
1 + W¯
P¯w
]
, K2 = P [bP¯ rα] + iP
[
(1 + a)P¯w
1 +W
]
.
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We claim that G2 = err(L
2) and K2 = err(H˙
1
2 ). As in Lemma 3.4 we have
‖P¯w‖L2 + ‖P¯ r‖H˙ 12 .A AN2.
Then, using the commutator bounds in Lemma 2.1, we estimate G2 by
‖G2‖L2 .A (‖bα‖BMO + ‖Rα‖BMO)‖P¯w‖L2 .A ABN2.
Similarly, we bound K2 in H˙
1
2 by
‖K2‖H˙ 12 .A ‖bα‖BMO‖P¯ r‖H˙ 12 +
∥∥∥∥|D| 12
(
a−W
1 +W
)∥∥∥∥
BMO
‖P¯w‖L2 .A ABN2,
and in L2 by
‖K2‖L2 . ‖|D| 12 b‖BMO‖P¯ r‖H˙ 12 +
∥∥∥∥a−W1 +W
∥∥∥∥
L∞
‖P¯w‖L2 .A A2N2.
Finally, in view of the bilinear estimates (3.7), (3.8), we can replace P [RW¯αα − R¯ααW]
and P [R¯ααR] by P [RP¯w¯α −WP¯ r¯α], respectively P [RP¯ r¯α] modulo acceptable error terms.
Taking into account the discussion above, we obtain a system for (Pw, Pr) which is very
much like the linearized system in the previous section:

Pwt +MbPwα + P
[
Prα
1 + W¯
]
+ P
[
Rα
1 + W¯
Pw
]
= P [RP¯w¯α −WP¯ r¯α] + err(L2),
P rt +MbPrα − iP
[
(1 + a)Pw
1 +W
]
= −P [RP¯ r¯α] + err(H˙ 12 ).
The results of Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 follow from the energy estimates for
the linearized equation, namely part (a) of Propositions 2.1 2.2; further, if n = 2 then we
can take
En,(2)(W, R) = E
(2)
lin (Pw, Pr), E
n,(3)(W, R) = E
(3)
lin(Pw, Pr).
3.2. The case n ≥ 3, large data. We follow the same strategy as in the case n = 2
and derive the equations for (W(n−1), R(n−1)). We start again with the equations (1.3) and
differentiate n − 1 times. Compared with the case n = 2, we obtain many more terms. To
separate them into leading order and lower order, we call lower order terms any terms which
do not involve W(n−1), R(n−1) or derivatives thereof. In the computation below we take care
to separate all the leading order terms, as well as all the quadratic terms which are lower
order. Toward that end we define again the notion of error term. Unlike in the case n = 2,
here we also include lower order quadratic terms into the error. As before, we describe the
error bounds in terms of the parameters A, B and
(3.10) Nn = ‖(W(n−1), R(n−1))‖L2×H˙ 12 .
The acceptable errors in the W(n−1) equation are denoted by err(L2) and are of two types,
err(L2)[2] and err(L2)[3]. err(L2)[2] consists of holomorphic quadratic lower order terms of
the form
P [W(j)R(n−j)], P [W¯(j)R(n−j)], P [W(j)R¯(n−j)], 2 ≤ j ≤ n− 2.
By interpolation and Ho¨lder’s inequality, terms G in err(L2)[2] satisfy the bound
‖G‖L2 . BNn.
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By err(L2)[3] we denote terms G which satisfy the estimates
‖PG‖L2 .A ABNn,
and
either ‖P¯G‖L2 .A BNn or ‖P¯G‖H˙− 12 .A ANn.
The acceptable errors in the R(n−1) equation are denoted by err(H˙
1
2 ) and are also of two
types, err(H˙
1
2 )[2] and err(H˙
1
2 )[3]. err(H˙
1
2 )[2] consists of holomorphic quadratic lower order
terms of the form
P [R(j)R(n−j)], P [R¯(j)R(n−j)], 2 ≤ j ≤ n− 2,
and
P [W(j)W(n−j)], P [W¯(j)W(n−j−1)], 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1.
By interpolation and Ho¨lder’s inequality, terms K in err(H˙
1
2 )[2] satisfy the bound
‖K‖
H˙
1
2
. BNn, ‖K‖L2 . ANn.
By err(H˙
1
2 )[3] we denote terms K which satisfy the estimates
‖PK‖
H˙
1
2
.A ABNn, ‖PG‖L2 .A A2Nn, ‖P¯G‖L2 .A ANn.
We begin by differentiating the terms in the W equation, where we expand using Leibnitz
rule. For the b term we have
∂n−1(bWα) = bW
(n−1)
α + (n− 1)bαW(n−1) + b(n−1)Wα + err1,
= bW(n−1)α + (n− 1)
(
Rα
1 + W¯
+
R¯α
1 +W
)
W(n−1) + 2WαℜR(n−1) + err2.
Here err1 only contains lower order terms, so by interpolation and Ho¨lder’s inequality we
get1 err1 = err(L
2). The difference err2 − err1 is cubic,
err2 = err1 + (n− 1)MW(n−1) +Wα(P [R(n−1)Y¯ ] + P¯ [R¯(n−1)Y ]).
Using the L∞ bound for M in (3.4), Sobolev embeddings and interpolation it is easily seen
that err2 = err(L
2).
A similar analysis leads to
∂n−1
(1 +W)Rα
1 + W¯
=
[(1 +W)R(n−1)]α
1 + W¯
+
Rα
1 + W¯
W(n−1) − RαW¯(n−1)
+R(n−1)((n− 2)Wα − (n− 1)W¯α) + err(L2).
1Here we remark that all terms in the W(n−1) equation have the same scaling; thus, whenever all the
Sobolev exponents are within the lower order range, we are guaranteed to get the correct L2 estimate after
interpolation and Ho¨lder’s inequality. The same applies to all the terms in the R(n−1) equation.
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In the M term we also bound lower order terms by Ho¨lder’s inequality and interpolation to
obtain
∂n−1[(1 +W)M ] = err(L2) +R(n−1)W¯α − R¯α
1 +W
W(n−1)
+ P
[
RW¯(n−1)α − R¯(n−1)α W + (n− 1)(RαW¯(n−1) − R¯(n−1)Wα)
]
+ P¯ [−R(n−1)W¯α + R¯α
1 +W
W(n−1) + R¯(n−1)Wα − Rα(1 +W)
(1 + W¯)2
W¯(n−1)
+ R¯W(n−1)α − R(n−1)α W¯ + (n− 1)(R¯αW(n−1) − R(n−1)W¯α)].
Estimating also the quadratic P¯ terms, the above relation takes the simpler form
∂n−1[(1 +W)M ] = R(n−1)W¯α − R¯α
1 +W
W(n−1) + P
[
RW¯(n−1)α − R¯(n−1)α W
]
+ (n− 1)(RαW¯(n−1) − R¯(n−1)Wα) + err(L2).
Now we turn our attention to the R equation. We begin with
∂n−1(bRα) = bR
(n−1)
α + (n− 1)bαR(n−1) + b(n−1)Rα + err3
= bR(n−1)α + (n− 1)
(
Rα
1 + W¯
+
R¯α
1 +W
)
R(n−1) +
Rα
1 + W¯
R(n−1) +
Rα
1 +W
R¯(n−1)
+ err4,
where we trivially have err3 = err(H˙
1
2 ) as it contains only lower order terms, both quadratic
and higher order. In addition, the difference is cubic, and is given by
err4 − err3 = (n− 1)MR(n−1) +Rα
(
b(n−1) − R
(n−1)
1 + W¯
− R¯
(n−1)
1 +W
)
.
We claim that this is also err(H˙
1
2 ). The L2 bound follows trivially by interpolation and
Ho¨lder’s inequality.
The H˙
1
2 bound is also easy to obtain for the second term, where the unfavorable R(n−1)
factors only appear with a convenient frequency balance as Rα(P¯ [R
(n−1)Y¯ ] − P [R(n−1)Y ]).
Consider now the H˙
1
2 bound for the first term. Since M = OL∞(AB), the nontrivial case is
when M has the high frequency, where we need to estimate
‖|D| 12
∑
k
MkR
(n−1)
<k ‖L2 . ‖|D|n−
3
2M‖L2‖DR‖BMO . ABNn.
Here, we have used the bound (B.33).
For the remaining term in the R equation we write
∂n−1
W − a
1 +W
=
(1 + a)W(n−1)
(1 +W)2
+
a(n−1)
1 +W
+ err7
=
(1 + a)W(n−1)
(1 +W)2
+
i
1 +W
(
P [RR¯(n−1)α + (n− 1)RαR¯(n−1) + R¯αR(n−1)]
−P¯ [R¯R(n−1)α + (n− 1)R¯αR(n−1) +RαR¯(n−1)]
)
) + err8.
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Here err7 contains lower order quadratic terms inW (without a) as well as cubic terms which
can be easily estimated, so err7 = err(H˙
1
2 ). The difference err8 − err7 only contains lower
order terms so it also can be placed in err(H˙
1
2 ). Just as in the case of the W(n−1) equation,
quadratic P¯ terms can also be placed in the error. Then the above relation becomes
∂n−1
W − a
1 +W
=
(1 + a)W(n−1)
(1 +W)2
+ i
(
P [RR¯(n−1)α ] + (n− 1)RαR¯(n−1) +
R¯αR
(n−1)
1 +W
)
+ err(H˙
1
2 ).
Combining the above computations we obtain the differentiated system

W
(n−1)
t + bW
(n−1)
α +
((1 +W)R(n−1))α
1 + W¯
+
Rα
1 +W
W(n−1) = G,
R
(n−1)
t + bR
(n−1)
α − i
(
(1 + a)W(n−1)
(1 +W)2
)
= K,
where
G =− n R¯α
1 +W
W(n−1) − (n− 1) Rα
1 + W¯
W(n−1) + P [RW¯(n−1)α −WR¯(n−1)α ]
+R(n−1)(nW¯α − (n− 1)Wα) + n(RαW¯(n−1) −WαR¯(n−1)) + err(L2),
K =− n
(
Rα
1 + W¯
+
R¯α
1 +W
)
R(n−1) − (P [RR¯(n−1)α ]− nRαR¯(n−1))+ err(H˙ 12 ).
After the usual substitution R = (1 +W)R(n−1), we get

W
(n−1)
t + bW
(n−1)
α +
Rα
1 + W¯
+
Rα
1 +W
W(n−1) = G,
Rt + bRα − i
(
(1 + a)W(n−1)
1 +W
)
= K1,
where
K1 = −(n + 1) RαR
1 + W¯
− n R¯αR
1 +W
− P [RR¯α]− nRαR¯+ err(H˙ 12 ).
The more delicate terms here are the ones on the right where the leading order terms appear
unconjugated. We would like to eliminate those with an exponential factor as in the n = 2
case, but their coefficients on the right are not properly matched. To remedy that we take
the additional step of the holomorphic substitution
R˜ = R− RαW(n−2) + (2n− 1)WαR(n−2).
With the exception of exactly three terms, the contribution of the added quadratic correction
is cubic and lower order, so we obtain

W
(n−1)
t + bW
(n−1)
α +
R˜α
1 + W¯
+
Rα
1 +W
W(n−1) = −n
(
R¯α
1 +W
+
Rα
1 + W¯
)
W(n−1)
+ P [RW¯(n−1)α −WR¯(n−1)α ] + nR˜(W¯α +Wα) + n(RαW¯(n−1) −WαR¯(n−1)) + err(L2),
R˜t + bR˜α − i(1 + a)W
(n−1)
1 +W
= −n
(
Rα
1 + W¯
+
R¯α
1 +W
)
R˜− P [R ¯˜Rα]− nRα ¯˜R+ err(H˙ 12 ).
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Now we can multiply by enφ where, as before, φ = −2ℜ log(1 + W), in order to eliminate
the unbounded terms on the right. We get an equation for (w := eφW(n−1), r := eφR˜):

wt + bwα +
rα
1 + W¯
+
Rα
1 +W
w = P [RW¯(n−1)α −WR¯(n−1)α ] + n(Rαw¯ −Wαr¯) + err(L2),
rt + brα − i
(
(1 + a)w
1 +W
)
= −P [RR¯(n−1)α ]− nRαr¯ + err(H˙
1
2 ).
As (w, r) are no longer holomorphic, we project and work with the projected variables.
After some additional commutator estimates which are identical to those in the n = 2 case
we obtain
(3.11)


Pwt +MbPwα + P
[
Prα
1 + W¯
]
+ P
[
RαPw
1 +W
]
= P [RP¯w¯α −WP¯ r¯α]
+ nP [RαP¯ w¯ −WαP¯ r¯] + err(L2),
P rt +MbPrα − iP
[
(1 + a)Pw
1 +W
]
= −P [RP¯ r¯α]− nP [RαP¯ r¯] + err(H˙ 12 ).
Compared to the linearized equation in the previous section, here we have two additional
terms that need to be estimated. We have
Lemma 3.5. a) The energy of (Pw, Pr) above is equivalent to that of (W(n−1), R(n−1)),
(3.12) ‖(Pw, Pr)‖
L2×H˙
1
2
≈A ‖(w, r)‖L2×H˙ 12 ≈A Nn,
b) The additional error terms above are bounded,
(3.13) ‖(P [RαP¯ w¯ −WαP¯ r¯], P [RαP¯ r¯])‖L2×H˙ 12 .A BNn,
Proof. a) For w we argue as in the proof of Lemma 3.4 to get
‖Pw‖L2 ≈A ‖w‖L2 ≈A ‖W(n−1)‖L2.
For r we need, again as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, with Φ = eφ(1+W), to bound in L2 the
difference
K = |D| 12Pr − Φ|D| 12R(n−1),
= [|D| 12P,Φ]R(n−1) + |D| 12P [eφ(−RαW (n−2) + (2n− 1)WαR(n−2))],
as well as the similar difference but with all P omitted. It suffices to prove the estimate
‖K‖L2 .A ‖W(n−1)‖L2 + ‖W(n−1)‖
1
n−1
L2 ‖R(n−1)‖
n−2
n−1
H˙
1
2
,
which follows by standard multiplicative and commutator estimates.
b) For the first term P [RαP¯ w¯] we directly use the Coifman-Meyer type estimates in
Lemma 2.1. For the second we bound Wα in L
4n−6 and r in L
2n−3
n−2 by Ho¨lder’s inequality
and interpolation. For the third we have to bound ‖|D| 12P [RαP¯ r¯]‖L2 . For the balanced
frequency interactions, by Coifman-Meyer it suffices to bound Rα in BMO and r in H˙
1
2 . For
the high-low interactions, on the other hand, the half-derivative goes to Rα, and we need to
bound |D| 12Rα, and r in L4n−6, respectively L
2n−3
n−2 .

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Given the above Lemma 3.5, the n ≥ 3 case of the result in Proposition 3.1 is a direct
consequence of our quadratic estimates for the linearized equation in Proposition 2.1(a).
The small data cubic energy estimates in Proposition 3.2 are proved in the next section.
The key is to produce a modified cubic energy, whose leading part is given by
E
n,(3)
high (w, r) =
∫
(1 + a)|w|2 + ℑ(r¯rα) + 2nℑ(Rαw¯r¯) + 2(ℑ[R¯wrα]−ℜ[W¯αw2]) dα.
We claim that the evolution of this energy is governed by the following
Lemma 3.6. Let (w, r) be defined as above. Then
a) Assuming that A≪ 1, we have
(3.14) E
n,(3)
high (Pw, Pr) ≈ E0(Pw, Pr) ≈ Nn,
b) The solutions (Pw, Pr) of (3.11) satisfy
d
dt
E
n,(3)
high (Pw, Pr) = 2
∫
ℜ(w¯ · err(L2)[2])− ℑ(r¯α · err(H˙ 12 )[2]) dα
+OA(ABNn).
(3.15)
Further, the same relation holds if (w¯, r¯) on the right are replaced by (W¯(n−1), R¯(n−1)).
Proof. a) Given the bounds already proved in Proposition 2.2 for the linearized equation, it
suffices to estimate the additional term,∣∣∣∣
∫
Rαw¯r¯ dα
∣∣∣∣ . ANn.
For this we use interpolation to bound Rα, w and r in L
4n−6, L2, respectively L
2n−3
n−2 in terms
of A and Nn.
b) Here, we begin with the cubic linearized energy, E
(3)
lin . According to the bound (2.13)
in Proposition 2.2, we have
d
dt
E
(3)
lin (Pw, Pr) =
∫
2ℜ ((nP [RαP¯ w¯ −WαP¯ r¯] + Perr(L2)) · (w¯ − P¯ [R¯rα]− P¯ [W¯αw]))
− 2ℑ
(
(−nP [RαP¯ r¯] + Perr(H˙ 12 )) · (r¯α + P¯ [R¯w]α)
)
dα
+OA
(
AB‖(Pw, Pr)‖2
L2×H˙
1
2
)
.
By the Coifman-Meyer type estimates in Lemma 2.1 the following bounds hold:
(3.16) ‖P¯ [R¯rα]‖L2 + ‖P¯ [W¯αw]‖L2 + ‖P¯ [R¯w]‖H˙ 12 . A‖(w, r)‖L2×H˙ 12 .
Combining this with (3.13) and with the bounds for the error terms we get
d
dt
E
(3)
lin(Pw, Pr) ≤
∫
2ℜ ((nP [RαP¯ w¯ −WαP¯ r¯] + Perr(L2)[2]) · w¯)
− 2ℑ
(
(−nP [RαP¯ r¯] + Perr(H˙ 12 )[2]) · r¯α
)
dα
+OA
(
AB‖(Pw, Pr)‖2
L2×H˙
1
2
)
,
where the output from all error terms which are cubic and higher error terms is all included
in the last RHS term.
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It remains to consider the contribution of the extra term in E
n,(3)
high and show that
d
dt
∫
ℑ(RαP¯ w¯P¯ r¯) dα =
∫
ℜ ((RαP¯ w¯ −WαP¯ r¯)P¯ w¯)+ ℑ (RαP¯ r¯P¯ r¯α) dα
+OA
(
AB‖(Pw, Pr)‖2
L2×H˙
1
2
)
.
(3.17)
Denote by Gn, respectively Kn the two right hand sides in (3.11). By the definition of error
terms and by (3.13) they satisfy the bounds
‖(Gn, Kn)‖L2×H˙ 12 .A BNn, ‖Kn‖L2 .A ANn.
Then their contribution in the above time derivative is estimated∣∣∣∣
∫
ℑ(RαP¯ G¯nP¯ r¯ +RαP¯ w¯P¯ K¯n) dα
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣
∫
ℑ(RαP¯ F¯nP¯ r¯ + P [RαP¯ w¯]P¯ K¯n) dα
∣∣∣∣ .A ABN2,
by using Ho¨lder’s inequality for the first term and the Coifman-Meyer commutator estimate
in Lemma 2.1 for the second.
The contributions of the b terms are collected together in the imaginary part of the ex-
pression
I =
∫
∂α(bRα)P¯ w¯P¯ r¯ +RαP¯ (bP¯ w¯α)P¯ r¯ +RαP¯ w¯P¯ (bP¯ r¯α) dα
=
∫
Rα
(
[b, P ](P¯ w¯α)P¯ r¯ + P¯ w¯[b, P ](P¯ r¯α)
)
dα.
Since ‖bα‖BMO . B, we can bound using Lemma 2.1, and then use Ho¨lder’s inequality for
all terms.
Next, we consider the remaining contribution of the time derivative of Rα, for which we
use the equation (1.3). This is
ℑ
∫
P¯ w¯P¯ r¯∂α
(
W − a
1 +W
)
dα = ℜ
∫
P¯ w¯P¯ r¯Wα dα− ℜ
∫
P¯ w¯P¯ r¯∂α
(
W2 + a
1 +W
)
dα.
The first term on the right yields the second term on the right of (3.17), while the rest of
the terms are directly bounded using Ho¨lder’s inequality.
It remains to consider the contribution of the remaining left hand side terms in (3.11).
The expression
Prα
1 + W¯
in the r equation yields the third term on the right of (3.17), plus
the quartic term∫
ℑRαP¯ (P¯ r¯αY )P¯ r¯ dα =
∫
ℑ(Rα[P¯ , Y ](P¯ r¯α)P¯ r¯ +RαY P¯ r¯αP¯ r¯) dα.
In the first term we apply a commutator estimate and then Ho¨lder’s inequality, and in the
second we use Ho¨lder inequality directly.
The contribution of P
[
Rα
1 +W
Pw
]
is purely a Ho¨lder term. Finally, the contribution of
P
[
1 + a
1 +W
Pw
]
yields the first term on the right of (3.17), plus a Ho¨lder quartic term.

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3.3. Normal form energy estimates: n ≥ 3 , small data. In this section, we construct
an n-th order energy with cubic estimates. One ingredient for this is the high frequency
cubic energy E
n,(3)
high in Lemma 3.6. However, this does not suffice, as the right hand side of
the energy relation (3.15) still contains lower order cubic terms. Here we use normal forms
in order to add a lower order correction to E
n,(3)
high , which removes the above mentioned cubic
terms. We recall that the normal form variables (W˜ , Q˜) are given by
(3.18)
{
W˜ = W − 2MℜWWα,
Q˜ = Q− 2MℜWR,
where MuF = P [uF ]. They solve an equation where all nonlinearities are cubic and higher,
(3.19)
{
W˜t + Q˜α = G˜,
Q˜t − iW˜ = K˜,
see Proposition 1.1.
The obvious energy functional associated to the normal form equations (1.14) is
EnNF,0 =
∫ (
|W˜ (n)|2 + ℑ[Q˜(n) ¯˜Q(n)α ]
)
dα.
In view of Proposition 1.1, this functional satisfies an energy equation of the form
(3.20)
d
dt
EnNF,0 = quartic+ higher,
but it has several defects:
(1) It is expressed in terms of Q(n) rather than the natural variable R(n−1),
(2) It is not equivalent to the linear energy E
(2)
lin(W
(n−1), R(n−1)),
(3) Its energy estimate has a loss of derivatives.
However, the last two issues concerning EnNF,0 arise at the level of quartic and higher order
terms, and they are specific to the water wave problem. This motivates our strategy, which is
modify EnNF,0 by quartic and higher terms to obtain a “good” energy E
n,(3) without spoiling
the cubic energy estimate (3.20).
We carry out this procedure in two steps: (i) we construct a modified normal form
energy EnNF that depends on (W
(n−1), R(n−1)) and is equivalent to the linearized energy
E
(2)
lin(W
(n−1), R(n−1)); this addresses the issues (1) and (2) above, but not (3); (ii) we sepa-
rate the leading order part EnNF,high and modify that to the correct high frequency expression
E
n,(3)
high defined in the previous section, which was inspired from the analysis of the linearized
equation. This modification is needed due to the quasilinear nature of our problem. Thus,
we obtain an energy En,(3) with good, cubic estimates.
The first step described above is implemented in the following proposition:
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Proposition 3.7. There exists a modified normal form energy EnNF of the form
EnNF = E
n
NF,high + E
n
NF,low,
EnNF,high =
∫
(1− 4nℜW)
(
|W(n)|2 + ℑ[R˜ ¯˜Rα]
)
+ 2nℑ[RαW¯(n−1) ¯˜R] dα,
+ 2
∫
ℑ[R¯W(n−1)R˜α]− ℜ[W¯(W(n−1))2] dα,
EnNF,low = ℜ
∫ ( ∑
j+k+l=2n−2
cjklW
(j)W(k)W¯(l) +
∑
j+k+l=2n−1
djk1l1W
(j)R(k)R¯(l)
)
dα,
(3.21)
such that
(3.22) EnNF = E
n
NF,0 + (quartic and higher terms),
and
(3.23) EnNF,high = [1 +O(A)]E0(W
(n−1), R(n−1)), EnNF,low = O(A)E0(W
(n−1), R(n−1)).
Moreover, the sums in (3.21) for EnNF,low contain only indices (j, k, l) with 1 ≤ j, k, l ≤ n−1.
Remark 3.8. The normal form transformation is expressed at the level of (W,Q) variables,
and cannot be easily switched to the level of (W, R). For this reason, initially the compu-
tation of the normal form energy is done in terms of the original variables (W,Q). The
interesting fact in the above proposition is that in the end we are able express the energies
in the convenient variables (W, R).
Proof. We start from the normal form energy EnNF,0 and express it in terms of (W, R) and
their derivatives. First, consider the term involving W˜ (n). Using (3.18), we get that∫
|W˜ (n)|2 dα =
∫
|W (n)|2 − 4ℜ [W¯ (n)∂nα(MℜWWα)]+ 4 |∂nα(MℜWWα)|2 dα.
The higher-order derivatives W (n+1) cannot be removed from the last term, but it is quartic
and therefore harmless. The cubic term also contain derivatives of order n + 1, but as we
show next they integrate out; as a result, the cubic energy is equivalent to the linear energy.
Moving the projection P across the inner product, we have∫
W¯ (n)∂nα(MℜWWα) dα =
∫
W¯ (n)∂nα(P [WαℜW ]) dα =
∫
W¯ (n)∂nα(WαℜW ) dα,
which shows that∫
|W˜ (n)|2 dα =
∫
|W (n)|2 − 4ℜ [W¯ (n)∂nα(WαℜW )] dα + quartic.
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Thus, expanding derivatives, we get
∫
|W˜ (n)|2 dα =
∫
|W (n)|2 − 4ℜ[W¯ (n)W (n)α ]ℜW − 4n|W (n)|2ℜWα
− 4
n−1∑
j=2
(
n
j
)
ℜ [W¯ (n)W (n−j+1)]ℜW (j) − 4ℜ[WαW¯ (n)]ℜW (n) dα
+ quartic.
(3.24)
Integrating by parts in the cubic term that contain derivatives of W of the order n + 1, we
get ∫
ℜ[W¯ (n)W (n)α ]ℜW dα = −
1
2
∫
(ℜWα)|W (n)|2 dα.
In addition,
∫
ℜ[WαW¯ (n)]ℜW (n) dα = 1
2
∫
(ℜWα)|W (n)|2 + ℜ[Wα(W¯ (n))2] dα.
It follows that
∫
|W˜ (n)|2 dα =
∫
(1− 4nℜWα) |W (n)|2 − 4
n−1∑
j=2
(
n
j
)
ℜ [W¯ (n)W (n−j+1)]ℜW (j)
− 2ℜ[Wα(W¯ (n))2] dα+ quartic.
A similar, but longer, computation for the terms involving Q˜ yields
∫
ℑ[Q˜(n) ¯˜Q(n)α ] dα = ℑ
∫
(1− 4nℜWα)
(
Q(n) −QαW (n)
) (
Q¯(n) − Q¯αW¯ (n)
)
α
+ 2n
(
QααW
(n)Q¯(n) +QααW¯
(n)Q¯(n)
)
+ 2Q¯αW
(n)Q(n)α dα
+ 4
∫ n−1∑
j=3
(
n + 1
j
)
ℑ[Q¯(n)Q(n−j+2)]ℜW (j) dα + quartic.
Up to quartic corrections, we may replace Q(n) by R(n−1) and Q(j) by R(j−1) for j ≤ n in the
cubic terms on the right-hand side of this equation. Further, we have
∂nαQ−R∂nαW = (1 +Wα)R(n−1) +
n−2∑
j=1
(
n− 1
j
)
R(j)W (n−j)
= R˜+ n(RαW
(n−1) −WααR(n−2)) +
n−3∑
j=2
(
n− 1
j
)
R(j)W (n−j).
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Thus, we obtain
∫
ℑ[Q˜(n) ¯˜Q(n)α ] dα = ℑ
∫
(1− 4nℜWα) R˜ ¯˜Rα + 2nRαW¯ (n) ¯˜R+ 2R¯αW (n)R[n]α dα
+ 2ℑ
∫
n ¯˜R(W (3)R(n−2) −R(2)W (n−1)) + ¯˜Rα
n−3∑
j=2
(
n− 1
j
)
R(j)W (n−j))dα
+ 4
∫ n−1∑
j=3
(
n+ 1
j
)
ℑ[R¯(n−1)R(n−j+1)]ℜW (j) + quartic.
(3.25)
Adding (3.24) and (3.25), we find that
EnNF,0 = E
n
NF + quartic terms,
where EnNF is given by (3.21) with
EnNF,low = −4
∫ n−1∑
j=2
(
n
j
)
ℜ [W¯ (n)W (n−j+1)]ℜW (j) dα
+ 4
∫ n−1∑
j=3
(
n+ 1
j
)
ℑ[R¯(n−1)Rn−j+1]ℜW (j) dα
+ 2ℑ
∫
n ¯˜R(W (3)R(n−2) −R(2)W (n−1)) + ¯˜Rα
n−3∑
j=2
(
n− 1
j
)
R(j)W (n−j) dα,
which, after we substituteWα byW, gives us an energy of the form stated in the proposition.
It remains to establish (3.22). The second estimate follows immediately from Ho¨lder’s
inequality and interpolation. So does most of the first, except for two terms. By the Coifman-
Meyer estimate in Lemma 2.1 we have∫
R¯W(n−1)R(n−1)α dα =
∫
W(n−1)P¯ [R¯R(n−1)α ]dα = O(A)‖W(n−1)‖L2‖R(n−1)‖H˙ 12 .
On the other hand, for the integral∫
ℜWℑ[R(n−1)R¯(n−1)α ]dα,
we do a Littlewood-Paley decomposition, using the H˙
1
2 norm of R(n−1) if the two R frequen-
cies are high, and interpolation and Ho¨lder’s inequality otherwise.

To get our final energy functionals En,(3), we replace EnNF,high in E
n
NF by its nonlinear
version, E
n,(3)
high := E
n,(3)
high (Pw, Pr). That is, we define
(3.26) En,(3) = EnNF −EnNF,high + En,(3)high = EnNF,low + En,(3)high .
Note that En,(3) differs from EnNF only by a quartic term.
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Now we proceed to prove Proposition 3.2. The norm equivalence is already known from
(3.14) and (3.23), so we still need the energy estimate. First, we write
d
dt
En,(3) =
d
dt
EnNF +
d
dt
(
E
n,(3)
high − EnNF,high
)
.
This equation shows that there are no cubic terms on the right-hand side, since the derivatives
of EnNF and E
n,(3)
high − EnNF,high contain only terms that are quartic or higher order.
Next, we write
d
dt
En,(3) =
d
dt
EnNF,low +
d
dt
E
n,(3)
high .
Both expressions have cubic terms, but these cancel due to the prior computation. To
make this cancellation precise, at this point we make the convention that all multilinear
expansions are in terms of W and R. To make this cancellation explicit, we introduce a
truncation operator Λ4 that removes the cubic terms and retains everything which is quartic
and higher.
Hence, we obtain
(3.27)
d
dt
En,(3) = Λ4
(
d
dt
EnNF,low
)
+ Λ4
(
d
dt
E
n,(3)
high
)
.
It remains to prove the following estimates:∣∣∣∣Λ4
(
d
dt
EnNF,low
)∣∣∣∣ .A ABN2n,(3.28) ∣∣∣∣Λ4
(
d
dt
E
n,(3)
high
)∣∣∣∣ .A ABN2n.(3.29)
The second bound follows directly from (3.15), so it remains to prove (3.28).
3.4. Estimates for lower order terms: proof of (3.28). We have two main types of
energy terms (or their complex conjugates) to consider,
I1 =
∫
W(j)W(k)W¯(l)dα, j + k + l = 2n− 2, 1 ≤ j, k, l ≤ n,
I2 =
∫
W(j)R(k)R¯(l)dα, j + k + l = 2n− 1, 1 ≤ j, k, l ≤ n.
To estimate their time derivatives it is easiest to use the unprojected form (1.3) of the
equations for W and R, which for our purposes here we write in the form
(3.30)


(∂t + b∂α)W = −bα(1 +W)− R¯α := G,
(∂t + b∂α)R = i
W − a
1 +W
:= K.
Of G and K we will only need their quadratic parts and higher,
G2+ = −bαW + P (RY¯ ) + P¯ (R¯Y ), K2+ = −iW
2 + a
1 +W
.
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Then, we have
Λ4
(
d
dt
I1
)
=
∫
∂j−1(−bWα +G2+)W(k)W¯(l) +W(j)∂k−1(−bWα +G2+)W¯(l)
+W(j)W(k)∂l−1(−bW¯α + G¯2+) dα
Distributing derivatives, we separate the terms with undifferentiated b as∫
−b∂α(W(j)W(k)W¯(l)) dα =
∫
bαW
(j)W(k)W¯(l) dα,
therefore all terms involving b have the form∫
b(m)W(j)W(k)W¯(l) dα, m+ j + k+ l = 2n− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ n− 1, 1 ≤ j, k, l ≤ n− 1,
which we can estimate by Ho¨lder’s inequality and interpolation, using Lemma 2.7, to get the
b bounds
‖|D| 12 b‖BMO .A A, ‖|D|n− 12 b‖L2 .A Nn.
The remaining terms have the form∫
∂j−1P (RY¯ )W (k)W¯ (l)dα.
These are again estimated by Ho¨lder’s inequality and interpolation, using the bounds proved
in Lemma 2.7, which show that
‖|D| 12P (RY¯ )‖BMO .A A2, ‖|D|n− 12P (RY¯ )‖L2 .A AN2.
.
The argument for I2 is similar, using the algebra property of L
∞ ∩ H˙s, together with the
L∞ and H˙n−1 bound for a in Proposition 2.6 in order to show that
‖K2+‖BMO .A A2, ‖|D|n−1K2+‖L2 .A AN2.
.
4. Local well-posedness
As the water wave equations (1.1) are fully nonlinear, the standard strategy to prove well-
posedness would be to differentiate the equations to turn them into a system of quasilinear
equations for (w, q) := (Wα, Qα), and then apply an iteration scheme. The problem with
a direct implementation of this idea is that the quasilinear problem is degenerate, and di-
agonalizing it requires using the exact equations; thus the diagonalization would fail in an
approximation scheme.
To remedy this, we use the form (1.3) of the equations in terms of the diagonal variables
(W, R) directly. Projecting those on the holomorphic space we obtain
(4.1)


(∂t +Mb∂α)W + P
[
1 +W
1 + W¯
Rα
]
= K(W, R),
(∂t +Mb∂α)R − iP
[
(1 + a)W
1 +W
]
= K(W, R),
where K(W, R) := P [(1 +W)M ] and K(W, R) := P [a].
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We now turn to the business of solving the system (4.1). The state space for this will be
the space H˙n endowed with the norm
‖(W, R)‖H˙n :=
n∑
k=0
‖∂kα(W, R)‖L2×H˙ 12 ,
where n ≥ 1. As a preliminary step, we will also consider solutions in the smaller space
Hn = Hn ×Hn+ 12 , with n ≥ 2.
We remark that, given a solution in H˙n for the above equation, we already know how to
obtain uniform energy estimates for it for n ≥ 1. The issue at hand is to convert those
estimates into a well-posedness statement. We also remark that our energy estimates are
expressed in terms of the control norms A and B. These are in turn mostly controlled using
the H˙1 norm of (W, R). The exception is the L∞ bound for Y , which, as it turns out, can
be bounded in terms of its initial data and the H˙1 norm of (W, R).
To better understand the evolution of the H˙1 norm of the solution it is convenient to use
the language of frequency envelopes. We say that a sequence ck ∈ ℓ2 is a H˙1 frequency
envelope for (W, R) ∈ H˙1 if (i) it is slowly varying, cj/ck ≤ 2−δ|j−k| with a small universal
constant δ, and (ii) it bounds the dyadic norms of (W, R), namely ‖Pk(W, R)‖H˙1 ≤ ck.
Our main result here is:
Proposition 4.1. a) Let n ≥ 1. Then the problem (1.1) is locally well-posed in for initial
data (W, R) in H˙n.
b) (lifespan) There exists T = T (‖(W, R)‖H˙1, ‖Y ‖L∞) so that the above solutions are well
defined in [0, T ], with uniform bounds.
c) (frequency envelopes) Given a frequency envelope ck for the initial data in H˙1, a similar
frequency envelope C(‖(W, R)‖H˙1, ‖Y ‖L∞)ck applies for the solutions in [0, T ].
Thereom 1 is a consequence of the above proposition. The statement about the persistence
of solutions for as long as A,B remain bounded is a consequence of the energy estimates in
Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 3.1, where the constants depend only on A and B.
We remark that the well-posedness result in part (a) carries different meanings depending
on n. If n ≥ 2, then we obtain existence and uniqueness in C(H˙n) together with continuous
dependence on the data with respect to the stronger Hn topology. On the other hand if
n = 1 then we produce rough solutions C(H˙1) as the unique strong limit of smooth solutions,
with continuous dependence on the data with respect to the stronger H1 topology. The H1
continuous dependence is a standard consequence of the strongHn continuous dependence on
data together with the frequency envelope bounds. However, for n = 1, we do not establish
a direct uniqueness result.
The proof proceeds in several steps:
4.1. Existence of regular solutions. Here we consider data (W, R)(0) ∈ Hn with n ≥ 2,
and prove the existence of solutions in the same space. Our strategy is to obtain approximate
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solutions by solving the mollified system
(4.2)


(∂t + P<NMbN∂αP<N)W + P<NP
[
1 + P<NW
1 + P<NW¯
P<NRα
]
= P<NG(P<NW, P<NR),
(∂t + P<NMbN∂αP<N)R− iP<NP
[
(1 + aN)P<NW
1 + P<NW
]
= P<NK(P<NW, P<NR),
where P<N is a multiplier which selects frequencies less than N , and
bN = b(P<NW, P<NR), aN = a(P<NR).
For fixed N these equations form a system of ordinary differential equations in Hn, which
admits a local solution. We can consider it with a single data, or with a one parameter
family of data. The latter will help with the dependence of data for our original equation.
We will prove uniform estimates for this evolution in Hn, n ≥ 1, and then obtain our
solution (or one parameter family of solutions) as a weak limit on a subsequence as N →∞.
The (G,K) terms are Lipschitz, indeed C1 from Hn to Hn, therefore harmless. The Hn−1
norm of (W, R) is estimated directly by time integration,
(4.3)
d
dt
‖(W, R)‖2Hn−1 . c(‖(W, R)‖2Hn)‖(W, R)‖2Hn.
It remains to estimate the H0 norm of ∂nα(W, R). We differentiate the equations (4.2) n
times. This yields
(4.4)


(∂t + P<NMbN∂αP<N)W
(n) + P<NP
[
(1 + P<NW)
1 + P<NW¯
∂αP<NR
(n)
]
= Gn,
(∂t + P<NMbN∂αP<N)R
(n) − iP<NP
[
(1 + aN)P<NW
(n)
(1 + P<NW)2
]
= Kn,
where all other terms, included in Gn and Kn, are estimated directly in H0 in terms of the
Hn norm of (W, R). We observe that the fact that we work in Hn with n ≥ 2 allows us to
use pointwise bounds for R, Rα, b, bα, and thus deal with a larger number of terms in this
fashion.
To bring this to the standard form, where we can apply energy estimates previously
obtained in Section 2, we make the substitution
R(n) := R(n)(1 + P<NW).
Multiplying in the second equation by (1 + P<NW), all of the commutator terms are also
perturbative, and we obtain the system

(∂t + P<NMbN∂αP<N)W
(n) + P<NP
[
1
1 + P<NW¯
P<NR
(n)
α
]
= Gn,
(∂t + P<NMbN∂αP<N)R
(n) − iP<NP
[
(1 + aN )P<NW
(n)
(1 + P<NW)
]
= Kn,
where Gn and Kn are appropriate replacements of the (perturbative) terms in (4.4), Gn and
Kn respectively.
For this system we do energy estimates as before, with the energy functional
En =
∫
(1 + aN )|W(n)|2 + Im(R(n)∂αR(n)) + |R(n)|2 dα.
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We obtain
dEn
dt
. c(‖(W, R)‖2Hn)‖(W, R)‖2Hn.
We combine this with (4.3). Since
‖R‖
H˙
1
2
. ‖R‖
H˙
1
2
‖Y ‖L∞ + ‖R‖L2‖|D| 12Y ‖BMO,
we have that
‖(W, R)‖2Hn . c(‖(W, R)‖2Hn−1)
(
En + ‖(W, R)‖2Hn−1
)
,
which leads to a bound for our approximate system which is uniform in N ,
(4.5) ‖(W, R)(t)‖Hn . ‖(W, R)(0)‖Hn, 0 ≤ t ≤ T (‖(W, R)(0)‖Hn, ‖Y (0)‖L∞).
Similarly, one can consider a smooth family of data (Wh, Rh) in Hn for h ∈ [0, 1]. Then
the solutions depend smoothly on h, with a lifespan uniformly bounded from below. We
consider the h derivatives (w˜, r˜) = ∂h(Wh, Rh). These solve the linearized equation, which
when considered in Hn−1, can be written in the same form as (4.4), with perturbative terms
on the right. Thus, we obtain
(4.6) ‖(w˜, r˜)(t)‖Hn−1 . ‖(w˜, r˜)(0)‖Hn−1, 0 ≤ t ≤ T (‖(W, R)(0)‖Hn, ‖Y (0)‖L∞).
In the same manner one can obtain estimates for the second order derivatives with respect
to h in Hn−2, etc. Passing to a weak limit on a subsequence as N →∞ we obtain a family of
solutions (Wh, Rh) which is uniformly bounded in Hn, with h derivatives uniformly bounded
in Hn−1, etc.
4.2. Uniqueness of regular solutions. In the previous subsection we have constructed
Hn solutions for n ≥ 2. Here we prove that these solutions are unique. For later use, we
show that uniqueness holds in the larger class of H˙n solutions for n ≥ 2.
Suppose we have two H˙2 solutions (W1, R1) and (W2, R2) to (4.1). Subtracting the two
sets of equations we obtain a system for the difference (w˜, r˜), namely
(4.7)


(∂t +Mb1∂α)w˜ + P
[
1 +W1
1 + W¯1
r˜α
]
= G˜,
(∂t +Mb1∂α)r˜ − iP
[
(1 + a1)w˜
(1 +W1)2
]
= K˜,
where

G˜ =G(W1, R1)−G(W2, R2) +Mb1−b2∂αW2 + P
[(
1 +W1
1 + W¯1
− 1 +W2
1 + W¯2
)
∂αR2
]
,
K˜ =K(W1, R1)−K(W2, R2) +Mb1−b2∂αR2 + iP
[
(1 + a1)w˜
2
(1 +W1)2(1 +W2)
+
(a1 − a2)W2
1 +W2
]
With implicit constants depending on the H˙2 solutions (W1, R1) and (W2, R2), we have
‖(G˜, K˜)‖H0 . ‖(w˜, r˜)‖H0 .
Then we simultaneously do energy estimates for (w˜, r˜(1 +W1)) in H 12 = L2 × H˙ 12 and for
R in L2, and then apply Gronwall’s inequality to get (w˜, r˜) = (0, 0).
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4.3. H˙1 bounds. The solutions produced above have a lifespan which depends on the Hn
size of data. Here we prove that in effect the lifespan depends only on the H˙1 size of data,
and that we have uniform bounds for as long as the H˙1 size of the solutions is controlled.
Precisely, suppose we have an Hn solution (W, R) which satisfies the bounds
‖(W, R)(0)‖H˙1 <M0, ‖Y (0)‖L∞ < K0.
Then we claim that there exists T = T (M0,K0) so that the solution exists in [0, T ] and
satisfies the bounds
(4.8) ‖(W, R)‖L∞(0,T ;H˙1) <M(M0,K0), ‖Y ‖L∞([0,T ]×R) < K(M0,K0),
as well as the Hn and H˙n bounds
‖(W, R)‖L∞(0,T ;Hn) ≤ C(M0,K0)‖(W, R)(0)‖Hn,
‖(W, R)‖L∞(0,T ;H˙n) ≤ C(M0,K0)‖(W, R)(0)‖H˙n.
To prove this, we begin by making the bootstrap assumption
‖(W, R)‖L∞(0,T ;H˙1) < 2M, ‖Y ‖L∞([0,T ]×R) < 2K.
We will show that for a suitable choice M(M0,K0) and K(M0,K0), depending only onM0
and K0, we can improve this to (4.8), provided that T < T (M0,K0).
We begin by applying the linearized energy estimates obtained in Proposition 2.1 to (W, R)
(4.9) ‖(W, R)(t)‖H˙0 . eCt‖(W, R)(0)‖H˙0, C = C(M,K).
Applying the energy estimates proven in Proposition 3.1 (ii) for the pair (Wα, (1+W)Rα)
we get
(4.10) ‖(Wα, (1 +W)Rα)(t)‖H0 . eCt, ‖(Wα, (1 +W)Rα)(0)‖H˙0 .
To combine (4.9) and (4.10) we need to invert 1 + W. However a brute force argument
introduces a constant which depends on both K and M, which wreaks havoc with our
bootstrap. Instead we do a more careful argument, using the pair of bounds
‖(1 +W)Rα‖H˙ 12 .K ‖Rα‖H˙ 12 + ‖Wα‖L2‖|D|
1
2R‖L∞ ,
‖Rα‖H˙ 12 .K ‖(1 +W)Rα‖H˙ 12 + ‖Wα‖L2‖|D|
1
2R‖L∞ .
(4.11)
Since
‖|D| 12R‖2L∞ .K ‖R‖H˙ 12 ‖Rα‖H˙ 12 ,
we obtain
‖|D| 12R‖2L∞ .K M20e2Ct(1 + ‖|D|
1
2R‖L∞),
so
‖|D| 12R‖L∞ ≤ C0M20e2Ct, C0 = C0(K).
Then it follows that
(4.12) ‖(W, R)(t)‖H˙1 ≤ C0M30e3Ct.
SinceM appears only in the exponent where it is controlled by choosing t small, the bound
(4.12) suffices in order to bootstrap M. It remains to recover the bootstrap assumption on
‖Y ‖L∞ . For this we use an estimate of the form
‖Y ‖2L∞ . ‖Wα‖L2‖W(1 +W)−3‖L2.
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The bound for the first factor is independent of K. For the second we write the transport
equation
(∂t + b∂α)
W
(1 +W)3
=
3− 2W
(1 +W)3
(
[P,Wα]
R¯
(1 +W)2
− P
[
R
1 + W¯
]
α
)
.
We can estimate the right hand side in L2 with constants depending on K. To bound
W
(1 +W)3
in L2 we use an estimate of the form
d
dt
‖u‖2L2 =
∫
R
bα|u|2 + 2ℜ(∂t + b∂α)uu¯ dα.
For the second term on the right we use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and for the first
term we use a Littlewood-Paley trichotomy. When the frequency of bα is strictly less than
the frequencies of u and u¯ then we can move half of derivative on either of u or u¯; otherwise
Coiman-Meyer type estimates apply, and we obtain
|
∫
R
bα|u|2 dα| . ‖bα‖BMO‖u‖2L2 + ‖|D|
1
2 b‖BMO‖u‖H˙ 12 ‖u‖L2.
We conclude that
(4.13)
d
dt
‖u‖L2 . ‖bα‖BMO‖u‖2L2 + ‖|D|
1
2 b‖BMO‖u‖H˙ 12 ‖u‖L2 + ‖u‖L2‖(∂t + b∂α)u‖L2.
We apply this estimate to
W
(1 +W)3
(t) to obtain
‖ W
(1 +W)3
(t)‖L2 ≤ ‖ W
(1 +W)3
(0)‖L2 + tC(K,M).
This leads to
‖Y ‖2L∞ .M0K30 + tC(K,M).
Hence in order for our bootstrap argument to succeed we need to find K,M and T so that
M > 2C0(K)M30eC(K,M)T , K2 > 2(M0K30 + tC(K,M)).
This is easily achieved by succesively choosing
K2 = 10M0K30, M = 10C0(K)M30, T < C(K,M)−1.
Thus, the bootstrap is complete.
The next step is to show that we can propagate the full Hn norm given control of H˙1 norm
of the solution (W, R). For higher derivatives we can use Proposition 3.1 to obtain
(4.14) ‖(W, R)(t)‖H˙n ≤ CeCt‖(W, R)(t)‖H˙n, C = C(K,M).
We also need to control the growth of the L2 norm of R; for this we use equation 1.3 for
which we can easily obtain L2 bounds of the RHS. Applying (4.13) we obtain
‖R(t)‖L2 ≤ ‖R(0)‖L2 + tC(K,M).
The Hn bound shows that the solution can be continued for as long as it stays bounded in
H˙1, i.e., at least until time T (K0,M0).
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4.4. H˙n solutions for n ≥ 2 . Our goal here is to obtain solutions for H˙n data. We already
know that such solutions, if they exist, are unique. The idea is to approximate a H˙n data
set (W, R)(0) with Hn data in the H˙n topology. As the uniform H˙n bounds hold uniformly
for the approximating sequence, we would like to conclude that on a subsequence these
approximate solutions converge weakly to the desired solution. The only difficulty with this
plan is that the H˙n convergence does not guarantee uniform pointwise convergence for R.
This is because the lowest Sobolev norm we control for R is the H˙
1
2 norm, and that does
not see constants.
To address the above difficulty, we take an approximating sequence of data (Wk, Rk)(0)
which has the following two properties:
(i) (Wk, Rk)(0)→ (W, R)(0) in H˙n,
(ii) Rk(0)→ R(0) uniformly on compact sets.
The second requirement effectively removes the Galilean invariance. It suffices to ask for
pointwise convergence at a single point; in view of the known average growth rates for BMO
functions, this implies the weighted uniform convergence
‖ log(2 + |α|)−1Rk(0)− R(0)‖L∞ → 0.
We will use the second requirement (ii) to produce weighted uniform bounds for the Rk
part of the solution. Starting from the uniform bound
‖(Wk, Rk)‖H˙n . 1,
we estimate uniformly most of the terms in the Rk equation to obtain
‖(∂t + 2ℜRk∂α)Rk‖L∞ . 1.
This yields a uniform bound for Rk along the corresponding characteristic
α˙(t) = 2ℜRk(α), α(0) = 0,
namely
|Rk(t, α(t))| . 1.
This in turn shows that locally in time we have
|α(t)| . 1,
which leads to the uniform bound
|Rk(t, 0)| . 1,
and further to the global bound
|Rk| . log(2 + |α|).
This in turn yields a similar bound for ∂tWk and ∂tRk, and suffices in order to insure local
uniform convergence of (Wk, Rk) on a subsequence. Thus, the desired solution (W, R) is
obtained in the limit.
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4.5. Rough solutions. Here we construct solutions for data in H˙1 as unique limits of
smooth solutions. Given a H˙1 initial data (W0, R0) as above we regularize it to produce
smooth approximate data (Wk0 , R
k
0) = P<k(W0, R0). We denote the corresponding solutions
by (Wk, Rk). By the previous analysis, these solutions exist on a k-independent time in-
terval [0, T ] and satisfy uniform H˙1 bounds. Further, they are smooth and have a smooth
dependence on k.
Consider a frequency envelope ck for the initial data (W0, R0) in H˙1. Then for the regu-
larized data we have
‖(Wk0 , Rk0)‖Hn . ck2(n−1)k, n ≥ 2.
Hence, in the time interval [0, T ] we also have the estimates
(4.15) ‖(Wk, Rk)‖Hn . ck2(n−1)k, n ≥ 2.
We will use these for the high frequency part of the regularized solutions.
For the low frequency part, on the other hand, we view k as a continuous rather than a
discrete parameter, differentiate (Wk, Rk) with respect to k and use the estimates for the
linearized equation. One minor difficulty is that the linearized equation (2.1) arises from the
linearization of the (W,Q) system in (1.1) rather than the differentiated (W, R) system in
(1.3). Assuming that (W k, Qk) were also defined, we formally denote
(wk, rk) = (∂kW
k, ∂kQ
k −R∂kW k).
These would solve the linearized equation around the (Wk, Rk) solution. For our analysis
we want to refer only to the differentiated variables, so we we compute
∂αw
k = ∂kW
k,
∂αr
k = (1 +Wk)∂kR
k −Rkαwk.
We take these formulas as the definition of (wk, rk), and observe that inverting the ∂α
operator is straightforward since the above multiplications involve only holomorphic factors
therefore the products are at frequency 2k and higher. To take advantage of the bounds in
Proposition 2.1 for the linearized equation, we need a H˙0 bound for (wk(0), rk(0)), namely
(4.16) ‖(wk(0), rk(0))‖H˙0 . ck2−2k.
The bound for wk(0) is straightforward, but some work is required for rk(0). This follows via
the usual Littlewood-Paley trichotomy and Bernstein’s inequality for the low frequency fac-
tor, with the twist that, since both factors are holomorphic, no high-high to low interactions
occur.
In view of the uniform H˙1 bound for (W k, Qk), Proposition 2.1 shows that in [0, T ] we
have the uniform estimate
(4.17) ‖(wk, rk)‖H˙0 . ck2−2k.
Now, we return to (Wk, Rk) and claim the bound
(4.18) ‖P≤k(∂kWk, ∂kRk)‖H˙0 . ck2−k.
Again the Wk bound is straightforward. For ∂kR
k we write
∂kR
k = (1− Y k)(∂αrk +Rkα∂kW k),
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where again all factors are holomorphic. Then applying P≤k restricts all frequencies to . 2
k,
and the Littlewood-Paley trichotomy and Bernstein’s inequality again apply.
Now we integrate (4.18) over unit k intervals and use it to estimate the differences. Com-
bining the result with (4.15) we obtain
‖(Wk+1 −Wk, Rk+1 −Rk)‖H˙0 . ck2−k,
‖∂2α(Wk+1 −Wk, Rk+1 −Rk)‖H˙0 . ck2k.
(4.19)
Summing up with respect to k it follows that the sequence (Wk, Rk) converges uniformly
in H˙1 to a solution (W, R), which also inherits the frequency envelope bounds from the data.
The frequency envelope bounds allow us to prove continuous dependence on the initial
data in the H1 topology. This is standard, but we briefly outline the argument. Suppose
that (Wj, Rj)(0) ∈ H˙1 and (Wj, Rj)(0)− (W, R)(0)→ 0 in H1. We consider the approxi-
mate solutions ((Wkj , R
k
j ), respectively (W
k, Rk). According to our result for more regular
solutions, we have
(4.20) ((Wkj , R
k
j )− (Wk, Rk)→ 0 in Hn.
On the other hand, from the H1 data convergence we get
(Wkj , R
k
j )(0)− (Wj, Rj)(0)→ 0 in H1 uniformly in j.
Then the above frequency envelope analysis, shows that
(Wkj , R
k
j )− (Wj, Rj)→ 0 in H1 uniformly in j.
Hence we can let k go to infinity in (4.20) and conclude that
((Wj, Rj)− (W, R)→ 0 in H1.
5. Enhanced cubic lifespan bounds
In this section we prove Theorem 2. Given initial data (W, R) for (1.3) satisfying
‖(W, R)(0)‖H˙1 ≤ ǫ,
we consider the solutions on a time interval [0, T ] and seek to prove the estimate
(5.1) ‖(W, R)(t)‖H˙1 ≤ Cǫ, t ∈ [0, T ] ,
provided that T ≪ e−2. In view of our local well-posedness result this shows that the
solutions can be extended up to time Tǫ = ce
−2 concluding the proof of the theorem.
In order to prove (5.1) we can harmlessly make the bootstrap assumption
(5.2) ‖(W, R)(t)‖H˙1 ≤ 2Cǫ, t ∈ [0, T ] .
From (5.2) we obtain the bounds
A,B . Cǫ.
Hence, by the energy estimates in Proposition 2.2 applied to (W, R), and those in Proposi-
tion 3.2, with n = 2, applied to (Wα, Rα) we obtain
‖(W, R)‖L∞(0,T ;H˙1) . ‖(W, R)(0)‖H˙1 + TAB‖(W, R)‖L∞(0,T ;H˙1) . ǫ+ TC3ǫ3.
Hence, the desired estimate (5.1) follows provided that T ≪ (Cǫ)−2.
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6. Pointwise decay and long time solutions
In this section we prove the almost global existence result in Theorem 3. This is achieved
via a bootstrap argument for the energy norm ‖(W,Q)(t)‖WH defined in (1.17) as well as
the control norms A(t) and B(t) in (1.11),(1.12). In order to have a more robust argument
we will work with a stronger norm ‖(W,R)‖X & A(t) +B(t), namely
‖(W,R)‖X = ‖W‖L∞ + ‖R‖L∞ + ‖|D| 12Wα‖L∞ + ‖Rα‖L∞
Then we will establish the energy estimates
(6.1) sup
|t|≤Tǫ
‖(W,Q)(t)‖WH . ǫ,
as well as the pointwise bounds
(6.2) ‖(W,R)‖X . ǫ〈t〉− 12 , |t| ≤ Tǫ,
for times Tǫ satisfying
(6.3) Tǫ ≤ ecǫ−2, c≪ 1.
A continuity argument based on our local well-posedness results shows that it suffices to
prove that (6.2) and (6.1) hold for all Tǫ as in (6.3), given the bootstrap assumptions
(6.4) sup
|t|≤Tǫ
‖(W,Q)(t)‖WH ≤ Cǫ,
(6.5) ‖(W,R)‖X ≤ Cǫ〈t〉− 12 , 0 ≤ t ≤ Tǫ,
with a large constant C (independent of ǫ).
6.1. The energy estimates in (6.1). Here we use the bootstrap assumption (6.5) in order
to establish (6.4). The only role of (6.4) is to insure that a solution with appropriate
regularity exists up to time Tǫ. We summarize the result in the following
Proposition 6.1. Assume that in a time interval [−T, T ] we have a solution (W,Q) to (1.1)
which satisfies (1.18) and (6.5). Then we also have the energy estimate
(6.6) ‖(W,Q)(t)‖2WH . ǫ〈t〉C1ǫ
2
, t ∈ [−T, T ]
for some C1 ≫ C.
Then the bound (6.1) holds with a constant independent of C for times as in (6.3) if we
choose c = C−11 .
Proof. The energy bound for (W,Q) is a consequence of the conserved energy (1.10). The
energy bounds for (W, R) and (w, r) := AS(W,Q) follow by Gronwall’s inequality from
the cubic energy estimates for the linearized equation in Proposition 2.2; indeed, by our
bootstrap assumption (6.5) we have A(t), B(t) ≤ Cǫ〈t〉− 12 , therefore,
‖(w, r)(t)‖H˙0 . e
∫ t
0 C
2ǫ2〈s〉−1ds‖(w, r)(0)‖H˙0 . ǫeC
2ǫ2 log t,
which suffices for Tǫ as in (6.3). Finally, the bound for ∂
k(W, R) with 1 ≤ k ≤ 5 follows also
by Gro¨nwall’s inequality from the cubic energy estimates in Proposition 3.2. 
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6.2. The pointwise estimates. Here we use the bootstrap assumption (6.4) in order to
establish (6.2). To state the main result here we introduce the notation
(6.7) ω(t, α) =
1
〈t〉 122
+
1
(〈α〉/〈t〉+ 〈t〉/〈α〉) 12
. 1.
Then we have:
Proposition 6.2. Assume that (6.6) and (6.5) hold in some interval [−T, T ]. Then we also
have
(6.8) |W |+ |R|+ ||D| 12Wα|+ |Rα| . ǫ〈t〉− 12 〈t〉C1ǫ2ω(t, α)
Then our pointwise bound (6.2) follows for times as in (6.3), and the proof of Theorem 3
is concluded.
We remark that the result we prove here is somewhat stronger than what we need. How-
ever, on one hand this is what follows from our analysis, and on the other hand this stronger
result will come in handy when we prove the global result in a follow-up paper.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the above proposition. We note that
(6.3) plays no role in this argument.
In order to obtain pointwise bounds it is convenient to work with the normal form variables
(W˜ , Q˜), given by (1.13). Then we prove several very simple Lemmas. The first one shows
that we can harmlessly replace (W,R) by (W˜ , Q˜α) in the pointwise estimates.
Lemma 6.3. Assume that (6.6) and (6.5) hold in some interval [−T, T ]. Then
(6.9) ‖(W − W˜ , R− Q˜α)‖X . 〈t〉− 18‖(W˜ , Q˜α)‖X
Proof. It suffices to show that
‖(W˜ −W, Q˜α −R)‖X . 〈t〉− 18‖(W,R)‖X
For the W˜ bound we have W − W˜ = MℜWWα so we use Sobolev embeddings, product
Sobolev bounds and interpolation to estimate
‖MℜWWα‖L∞ + ‖|D| 32 (MℜWWα)‖L∞ . ‖ℜWWα‖L4 + ‖D2(ℜWWα)‖L4
. ‖D2W‖L3‖Wα‖L∞ + ‖W‖L∞(‖Wα‖L4 + ‖D3W‖L4)
. (‖W‖L∞ + ‖Wα‖L∞)A(t) 12‖W‖
1
2
H5
. C
1
2 ǫ2〈t〉− 14+C1ǫ2‖(W,R)‖X .
which suffices since ǫ is small.
For the R bound we write
Q˜α − R = WαR − 2∂α(MℜWR)
and a similar argument as above applies.

Our second lemma translates the energy bounds to (W˜ , Q˜):
Lemma 6.4. Assume that (6.6) and (6.5) hold in some time interval [−T, T ]. Then
(6.10) ‖(W˜ , Q˜)‖H˙5 + ‖S(W˜ , Q˜)‖H˙0+H˙−1 . ǫ〈t〉C1ǫ
2
.
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Proof. For W˜ we estimate the quadratic terms
‖ℜWWα‖L2 + ‖∂5(ℜWWα)‖L2 . ‖W‖L∞(‖Wα‖L2 + ‖∂5Wα‖L2) + ‖Wα‖L∞‖∂5W‖L2
. ǫ(‖Wα‖L2 + ‖∂6W‖L2),
By interpolation and Sobolev embeddings we can combine (6.6) and (6.5) to obtain the
rough bound
‖W‖L∞ + ‖R‖L∞ . ǫ,
which we will use to supplement (6.5). For Q˜ we first bound the quadratic term in H˙
1
2 ,
‖ℜWR‖
H˙
1
2
. ‖W‖L∞‖R‖H˙ 12 + ‖W‖H˙ 12 ‖R‖L∞ . ǫ(‖R‖H˙ 12 + ‖W‖H˙ 12 ).
For higher derivatives we write
Q˜α = R(1 +Wα)− 2∂α(MℜWR)
and apply the same method.
The goal of the reminder of the proof is to prove that
(6.11) ‖S(W˜ , Q˜)‖H˙0+H˙−1 . ǫ‖S(W,R)‖H˙0
Recalling the notation (w, r) = (SW, SQ− RSW ), we first write SW˜ as
SW˜ = w + 2P [ℜwWα − ℜWαw − 2ℜWWα + 2P∂α[M2ℜWw],
and use the L2 bound on SW to estimate all but the last term in L2, and the last term in
H˙−1. Finally, for SQ˜ we have
SQ˜ = SQ−M2ℜSWR−M2ℜWSR = r +Rw − 2P (ℜwR)− 2P
[ℜW (rα +Rαw)
1 +Wα
]
Here it suffices to estimate the contribution of w in L2, while the contribution of rα is
estimated by
‖rαH‖H−12 . ‖r‖H˙ 12 (‖H‖L∞ + ‖|D|
1
2H‖BMO), H := ℜW
1 +Wα
,
where ‖|D| 12H‖BMO is estimated using (B.16), (B.17). The proof of (6.11) is concluded. 
The advantage of working with (W˜ , Q˜) is that they solve an equation with a cubic nonlinear
term, namely (1.14), where the nonlinearities G˜ and K˜ are given by (1.15). They involve
second order derivatives ofW and Q, which is why one cannot simply use the above equations
as the main evolution.
Lemma 6.5. Assume that (6.1) and (6.5) hold in some time interval [−T, T ]. Then
(6.12) ‖(G˜, K˜)‖H˙0 .
ǫ3
〈t〉〈t〉
C1ǫ2.
Proof. Given the expression above for G˜, it suffices to bound each factor in each term in
suitable Lp norms, interpolating between the L2 norms in (6.1) and the L∞ norms in (6.5).
For K˜ the argument is similar, but we also need to use Lemma 2.4 in the Appendix B in
order to distribute the half derivative. 
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Taking into account the correspondence, established in the last three lemmas, between
the original variables (W,Q) and the normal form variables (W˜ , Q˜), it follows that we can
restate Proposition 6.2 in the following linear form:
Proposition 6.6. Suppose (W˜ , Q˜) solve (1.14) and that the following bounds hold at some
time t:
‖S(W˜ , Q˜)‖H˙0+H˙−1 + ‖(W˜ , Q˜)‖H˙5 . 1,
‖(G˜, K˜)‖H˙0 . 〈t〉−1.
Then
(6.13) |W˜ |+ ||D| 12 Q˜|+ |D2W˜ |+ ||D| 52 Q˜| . 〈t〉− 12ω(t, α).
Combining the scaling bound with the equation (1.14) we are led to a system of the form
(6.14)
{
2α∂αW˜ + t∂αQ˜ = G˜1 := SW˜ − G˜,
2α∂αQ˜− itW˜ = K˜1 := SQ˜− K˜.
where
(6.15) ‖(G˜1, K˜1)‖H˙0+H˙−1 . 1.
From here on, all our analysis is at fixed t.
After the substitution
(w, r) = (W˜ , |D| 12 Q˜), (g, k) = (G˜1, |D| 12 K˜1 + |D| 12 Q˜),
the above system is written in a more symmetric form as
(6.16)
{
2α∂αw − it|D| 12 r = g,
2α∂αr − it|D| 12w = k.
For this it suffices to establish the following result:
Lemma 6.7. The following pointwise bounds hold for solutions to (6.16):
(6.17) |w|+ |r| . |α|− 12 (‖(w, r)‖L2 + ‖(g, k)‖L2),
(6.18) |w|+ |r| . 〈t〉− 12
(
1
〈t〉 14 +
1
(〈α〉/〈t〉+ 〈t〉/〈α〉) 12
)
(‖(w, r)‖H2 + ‖(g, k)‖H−1),
(6.19)
|∂kw|+ |∂kr| . 〈t〉− 12
(
1
〈t〉 12(4k+5)
+
1
(〈α〉/〈t〉+ 〈t〉/〈α〉) 12
)
(‖(w, r)‖H2k+2 + ‖(g, k)‖H−1).
The last part is applied with k ≤ 3
2
, which justifies the exponent 1
22
in the definition (6.7)
of ω(t, α).
Proof. Without any loss in generality we assume that |t| ≥ 1. It is convenient to work with
frequency localized versions of (6.16), at frequency −2ℓ, with ℓ ∈ Z. The localized dyadic
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portions (wℓ, rℓ) solve similar equations with frequency localized right hand sides (gℓ, kℓ).
Further, a straightforward commutator estimate shows that
(6.20)
∑
ℓ∈Z
‖(gℓ, kℓ)‖2Hs . ‖(w, r)‖2Hs + ‖(g, k)‖2Hs.
To prove (6.17) we observe that the system (6.16) is elliptic away from frequency 2ℓ ≈ t2α−2
and degenerate at frequency zero. At frequencies less than α−1 our source for the pointwise
estimate is Bernstein’s inequality. Comparing the two frequencies yields the threshold α = t2,
2ℓ = t−2. Thus, we distinguish the following regions:
Case A: 2ℓ ≤ t−2. We group all such frequencies together. We can harmlessly discard
the it|D| 12 term from the equations and compute
d
dt
|w(α)|2 = 2ℜ(w¯wα),
and similarly for r. Depending on the sign of α we integrate from either +∞ or −∞ and
apply the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to obtain
|w<t−2 |2 . |α|−1‖w<t−2‖L2‖αw<t−2,α‖L2 .
We remark that by Bernstein’s inequality we also get
|w<t−2| . |t|−1‖w<t−2‖L2 .
It follows that
|w<t−2 | . (t+ |α|)−1.
Case B. t−2 . 2ℓ. Here we have three regions to consider:
B1. The outer region |α| ≫ |t|2− ℓ2 where the problem is elliptic, with α∂α as the dominant
term.
B2. The inner region |α| ≪ |t|2− ℓ2 where the problem is elliptic, with it|D| 12 as the
dominant term.
B3. The intermediate region |α| ≈ |t|2− ℓ2 where the problem is hyperbolic.
We consider three overlapping smooth positive cutoff functions χℓout, χ
ℓ
med and χ
ℓ
in asso-
ciated with the three regions. In order to keep the frequency localization we assume that
all three cutoffs are localized at frequency ≪ 2ℓ, at the expense of having tails which decay
rapidly on the 2−ℓ scale. We remark that the three cutoffs begin to separate exactly at
2ℓ = t−2.
For the regions B1 and B3 we use elliptic estimates, while for B2 we use a propagation
bound.
Using the frequency localized form of (6.16) we can bound
‖χℓoutα∂α(wℓ, rℓ)‖L2 . |t|‖χℓout|D|
1
2 (rℓ, wℓ)‖L2 + ‖(gℓ, kℓ)‖L2..
After some commutations this gives
2ℓ‖αχℓout(wℓ, rℓ)‖L2 . 2
ℓ
2 |t|‖χℓout(rℓ, wℓ)‖L2 + ‖(gℓ, kℓ)‖L2 + ‖(wℓ, rℓ)‖L2 .
Taking into account the localization of χℓout, this yields
(6.21) 2ℓ‖αχℓout(wℓ, rℓ)‖L2 . ‖(gℓ, kℓ)‖L2 + ‖(wℓ, rℓ)‖L2.
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By Bernstein’s inequality this gives the pointwise bound
(6.22) χℓout|(wℓ, rℓ)| . 2−
ℓ
2 |α|−1 (‖(gℓ, kℓ)‖L2 + ‖(wℓ, rℓ)‖L2) .
A similar computation, but with the roles of the two terms on the left in (6.16) reversed
gives
(6.23) |t|2 ℓ2‖χℓin(wℓ, rℓ)‖L2 . ‖(gℓ, kℓ)‖L2 + ‖(wℓ, rℓ)‖L2.
By Bernstein’s inequality this gives the pointwise bound
(6.24) χℓin|(wℓ, rℓ)| . |t|−1 (‖(gℓ, kℓ)‖L2 + ‖(wℓ, rℓ)‖L2) .
It remains to consider the intermediate region, where we produce instead a propagation
estimate. Precisely, for χℓmed(wℓ, rℓ) we estimate
‖(4α2∂α − it2)χℓmedwℓ‖L2 . ‖2α(2α∂αχℓmedwℓ − it|D|
1
2χℓmedrℓ)‖L2
+ ‖t(α|D| 12χℓmedrℓ − itχℓmedwℓ)‖L2
. |t|2− ℓ2 (‖(gℓ, kℓ)‖L2 + ‖(rℓ, wℓ)‖L2),
and similarly for rℓ. Applying
d
dt
|u|2 = 2ℜ
[
(∂α − i t
2
α2
)u · u¯
]
for u = χℓmedwℓ and u = χ
ℓ
medrℓ, integrating from infinity and using the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality yields
χℓmed|(wℓ, rℓ)|2 . α−2|t|2−
ℓ
2 (‖(gℓ, kℓ)‖L2 + ‖(rℓ, wℓ)‖L2)‖(rℓ, wℓ)‖L2.
Using this in the interesting region |α| ≈ |t|ℓ 12 and the inner and outer estimates away from
it we obtain
(6.25) χℓmed|(wℓ, rℓ)| . |α|−
1
2 (‖(gℓ, kℓ)‖
1
2
L2‖(r, wℓ)‖
1
2
L2 + ‖(rℓ, wℓ)‖L2).
Now, we prove the bounds in the Lemma by dyadic summation. There are several cases
to consider:
Case 1: t−2 < 2ℓ < 1, where all three bounds coincide, and it suffices to prove (6.18).
Assume that the two norms in the right hand side of (6.18) are ≤ 1. For α we have three
cases:
(a) |α| > t2, where we are in case B1 for all ℓ. There we need only (6.22) to conclude that
|(w[t−2,1], r[t−2,1])(α)| .
1∑
2ℓ=t−2
2−
ℓ
2 |α|−1 ≈ |t||α|−1.
(b) |t| < |α| < t2, where we are successively in case B1, B2 and B3. There we use (6.22)
(6.25) and (6.24) to conclude that
|(w[t−2,1], r[t−2,1])(α)| .
α−2t2∑
2ℓ=t−2
|t|−1 + |α|− 12 +
1∑
2ℓ=α2t−2
2−
ℓ
2 |α|−1
≈ |t|−1| log(1 + t2|α|−1)|+ |α|− 12 + |α|−1 . |α|− 12 .
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(c) |α| < |t|, where we are in case B3 for all ℓ. There we need only (6.24) to conclude that
|(w[t−2,1], r[t−2,1])(α)| .
1∑
2ℓ=t−2
|t|−1 . t−1| log(|t|+ 2)|.
Case 2: 1 < 2ℓ. Here we have two subcases:
(i) |α| > |t|, where we are in case B1 for all ℓ. There we need only (6.22) to conclude that
|(w>1, r>1)(α)| .
∞∑
2ℓ=1
2−
ℓ
2 |α|−1(‖(w, r)‖L2 + ‖(g, k)‖L2) ≈ |α|−1(‖(w, r)‖L2 + ‖(g, k)‖L2),
which suffices for (6.17). In order to also obtain (6.19) we also use the Bernstein bound
(6.26) |(wℓ, rℓ)| . 2 ℓ2‖(wℓ, rℓ)‖L2 .
Then we obtain
|∂k(w>1, r>1)(α)| .
∞∑
2ℓ=1
min{2(k+ 12 )ℓ|α|−1(‖(g, k)‖H−1 + ‖(w, r)‖H−1), 2−(k− 32 )ℓ‖(w, r)‖H˙2k+2}
. |α|− 12 (‖(g, k)‖H−1 + ‖(w, r)‖H−1) 12‖(w, r)‖
1
2
H˙2k+2
.
(ii) |α| < |t|, where we are successively in cases B1, B2 and B3. There we use (6.22) (6.25)
and (6.24) to conclude that
|(w>1, r>1)(α)| .
(
α−2t2∑
2ℓ=1
|t|−1 + |α|− 12 +
∞∑
2ℓ=α−2t2
2−
ℓ
2 |α|−1
)
(‖(w, r)‖L2 + ‖(g, k)‖L2)
=
(
|t|−1| log(1 + |t|/|α|)|+ |α|− 12 + |t|−1
)
|α|− 12 (‖(w, r)‖L2 + ‖(g, k)‖L2)
. |α|− 12 (‖(w, r)‖L2 + ‖(g, k)‖L2),
which suffices for (6.17).
Finally, the bound (6.19) is obtained exactly as in (i) by combining the last computation
with the trivial pointwise bound for ∂k(wℓ, rℓ) obtained from Bernstein’s inequality (6.26).
Separating the contributions from cases B1, B2 and B3 we obtain
|∂k(w>1, r>1)(α)| . I + II + III,
where by (6.22) and (6.26) we have
I =
α−2t2∑
2ℓ=1
min{2(k+1)ℓ|t|−1(‖(w, r)‖H−1 + ‖(g, k)‖H−1), 2−(k+ 32 )ℓ‖(w, r)‖H˙2k+2}
. |t|− 12 |t|− 18k+10 (‖(w, r)‖H−1 + ‖(g, k)‖H−1 + ‖(w, r)‖H˙2k+2)
by (6.25) we have
II = α
1
2 |t|−1(‖(w, r)‖H−1 + ‖(g, k)‖H−1)‖(w, r)‖
1
2
H˙2k+2
,
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and by (6.22) and (6.26) we have
III =
∞∑
2ℓ=α−2t2
min{2(k+ 12 )ℓ|α|−1(‖(w, r)‖H−1 + ‖(g, k)‖H−1), 2−(k+ 32 )ℓ‖(w, r)‖H˙2k+2}
. |α| 12 |t|−1(‖(w, r)‖H−1 + ‖(g, k)‖H−1) 12‖(w, r)‖
1
2
H˙2k+2

Appendix A. Holomorphic equations
In this section we give an alternative derivation for the evolution equations for water
waves in conformal coordinates. They were first obtained in [17], and also later in [9, 24]
but using a different set up. We use a holomorphic form of the equations, as in [9, 24], but
we compactify the equations even more, as we will show below. We also express the normal
derivative of the pressure on the boundary in terms of our variables.
We consider two-dimensional, irrotational gravity water waves in an inviscid, incompress-
ible fluid of infinite depth. First, we discuss the localized case on R in which the waves decay
at infinity. The spatially periodic case is almost identical, and we describe the appropriate
modifications afterwards.
1.1. Holomorphic coordinates. Suppose that at time t the fluid occupies a spatial region
Ω(t) ⊂ R2 whose simple nondegenerate boundary Γ(t) = ∂Ω(t) approaches y = 0 at infinity.
Then there is a unique conformal map F(t) : H→ Ω(t) from the lower half-plane
H = {α + iβ : β < 0}
onto Ω(t), with x = x(t, α, β) and y = y(t, α, β), such that z = x+ iy satisfies
z − (α+ iβ)→ 0 as α + iβ →∞.
Since F(t) is conformal, we have xα = yβ, xβ = −yα. If f(t, ·) : Ω(t) → C is a time-
dependent spatial function and g(t, ·) = f(t, ·)◦F(t) : H→ C is the corresponding conformal
function, then gt = ft + xtfx + ytfy, so
(A.1) ft = gt − 1
j
(xαxt + yαyt) gα − 1
j
(xβxt + yβyt) gβ, j = x
2
α + y
2
α.
Also, if f + ig : H → C is a holomorphic function with boundary value F + iG on the real
axis β = 0 that vanishes at infinity, then F = HG where the Hilbert transform H is defined
by
Hf(α) =
1
π
p.v.
∫ ∞
−∞
f(α′)
α− α′ dα
′, Heikα = −i(sgn k)eikα.
We denote by P = 1
2
(I − iH) the projection onto boundary values of functions that are
holomorphic in the lower half-plane and vanish at infinity. That is, P projects functions
onto their negative wavenumber components.
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1.2. Water waves in holomorphic coordinates. Let φ : Ω(t)→ R be the spatial velocity
potential of the fluid, chosen so that it vanishes at infinity, and ψ = φ ◦ F : H → R the
corresponding conformal velocity potential,
ψ(t, α, β) = φ (t, x(t, α, β), y(t, α, β)) .
Then ψ is harmonic since φ is harmonic; we denote the conjugate function of ψ(t, α, β) by
θ(t, α, β). The velocity components of the fluid (u, v) = (φx, φy) are given in terms of ψ by
(A.2) u =
1
j
(xαψα + xβψβ) , v =
1
j
(yαψα + yβψβ) .
The conformally parametrized equation of the free surface Γ(t) is x = X(t, α), y = Y (t, α),
where X(t, α) = x(t, α, 0), Y (t, α) = y(t, α, 0).
To avoid any confusions, we emphasize that the variable Y used through this section
has a different meaning than elsewhere in the paper; it is the vertical component of the
parametrized free surface Z(t, α).
Since (x−α)+ i(y−β) is holomorphic in the lower half-plane and vanishes at infinity, we
have
(A.3) X = α +HY, Y = −H(X − α).
Let Ψ(t, α) = ψ(t, α, 0) denote the boundary value of the conformal velocity potential and
Θ(t, α) = θ(t, α, 0) the conjugate function, where Θ = −HΨ and
(A.4) ψβ |β=0 = HΨα = −Θα.
After these preliminaries, we transform the spatial boundary conditions for water-waves into
conformal coordinates.
Kinematic BC.A spatial normal to the free surface Γ is (−Yα, Xα). The kinematic BC, that
the normal component of the velocity of the free surface is equal to the normal component
of the fluid velocity, is
(Xt, Yt) · (−Yα, Xα) = (u, v) · (−Yα, Xα) on Γ(t).
Using (A.2) and (A.4) in this equation and simplifying the result, we get
(A.5) XαYt − YαXt = −Θα.
In addition, the function zt/zα is holomorphic in H and decays at infinity, so the real part
of its boundary value on the real axis is the Hilbert transform of its imaginary part. After
the use of (A.5), this gives the equation
(A.6) XαXt + YαYt = −JH
[
Θα
J
]
.
Solving (A.5)–(A.6) for Xt, Yt, we get an expression for the velocity of a conformal point on
the free surface
(A.7) Xt = −H
[
Θα
J
]
Xα +
Θα
J
Yα, Yt = −Θα
J
Xα −H
[
Θα
J
]
Yα.
Dynamic BC. Bernoulli’s equation for the pressure p in the fluid, with gravitational ac-
celeration g = 1, is
(A.8) φt +
1
2
|∇φ|2 + y + p = 0.
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The arbitrary function of t that may appear in this equation is zero since we assume that φ
vanishes at infinity and p = 0 on the free surface which approaches y = 0. The spatial form
of the dynamic BC, without surface tension, is
φt +
1
2
|∇φ|2 + y = 0 on Γ(t).
Using (A.1) to compute φt, evaluating the result at β = 0, and using (A.4)–(A.6), we find
that
φt|β=0 = Ψt +H
[
Θα
J
]
Ψα − 1
J
Θ2α.
We also have
1
2
|∇φ|2∣∣
β=0
=
1
2J
(
Ψ2α +Θ
2
α
)
.
Hence, the dynamic BC in conformal variables is
(A.9) Ψt +H
[
Θα
J
]
Ψα +
1
2J
(
Ψ2α −Θ2α
)
+ Y = 0.
To put these equations in holomorphic form, we define
(A.10) Z = X + iY, Q = Ψ+ iΘ, F = P
[
Qα − Q¯α
J
]
, J = |Zα|2.
Then Z, Q, F are the boundary values of functions that are holomorphic in the lower half-
plane, and P [Z − α] = Z − α, PQ = Q. The kinematic BC (A.7) is equivalent to
(A.11) Zt + FZα = 0.
Applying the holomorphic projection P to the dynamic BC (A.9), using Hilbert transform
identities, and simplifying the result, we get that
(A.12) Qt + FQα + P
[ |Qα|2
J
]
= i (Z − α) , J = |Zα|2.
Thus, the holomorphic equations are (A.11)–(A.12).
1.3. The normal derivative of the pressure. In this subsection, for comparison purposes,
we compute the normal derivative of the pressure in terms of our variables. This played a
role in the subject as the Taylor sign condition
∂p
∂n |Γt
< 0
was identified as necessary for the well-posedness of the water wave equation, see [20]. In
our context this is automatically satisfied, see the discussion at the end of this section.
From Bernoulli’s equation (A.8) we have that
−∂p
∂n
= − 1
J
pβ|β=0 =
1
J
∂β
(
φt +
1
2
|∇φ|2 + y
)∣∣∣∣
β=0
.
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Converting β-derivatives to α-derivatives and using the evolution equations, we find that
∂βφt|β=0 = ∂α
[
−Θt + Ψα
J
(XαYt − YαXt) + Θα
J
(XαXt + YαYt)
]
= −∂α
[
Θt +ΘαH
(
Θα
J
)
+
ΨαΘα
J
]
= −∂α
[
H
(
Ψ2α +Θ
2
α
2J
)
+X − α
]
.
Since yβ|β=0 = Xα and
|∇φ|2∣∣
β=0
=
Ψ2α +Θ
2
α
J
,
we find that
−J ∂p
∂n
= 1 +
1
2
(∂β −H∂α) |∇φ|2
∣∣
β=0
.
To put this equation in holomorphic form, we introduce
r =
qα
zα
, ∂ =
1
2
(∂α − i∂β) , ∂¯ = 1
2
(∂α + i∂β) ,
where |∇φ|2 = rr¯ and r|β=0 = R is defined in (1.2). Then, using the fact that ∂r = rα and
∂¯r = 0, we get that
−J ∂p
∂n
= 1 + i
[
P¯ (R¯Rα)− P (RR¯α)
]
= 1 + a,
where a is defined in (1.4). Comparing this result with Wu [23], we see that up to Jacobian
factors, our 1 + a is proportional to her a. Moreover, as shown in [22] under the assumption
of non-self intersecting boundary, we have a ≥ 0. A shorter alternate proof of this fact is
provided in our Lemma 2.6; further we impose no condition on the self intersections of the
curve Z(t, α).
1.4. The periodic case. In the spatially periodic case, the map F(t) is uniquely determined
by the requirement that the holomorphic function z(t, α, β)− (α+ iβ) is a periodic function
of α, whose real part approaches zero2 as β → −∞. It follows that ℜZ(t, α) − α has zero
mean with respect to α, otherwise the holomorphic function would have nonzero limit.
In the original coordinates, the velocity field u+ iv is holomorphic, periodic and bounded.
Thus it has a limit u0 + iv0 as β → ∞. Further, this limit is independent of time. By
extension, in the holomorphic coordinates Qα also has a limit u0 + iv0 as b→∞. Thus, we
can normalize Q by setting
Q = Q0 + (u0 + iv0)(α+ iβ) + c(t),
where Q0 is periodic with average zero, and c(t) is a real normalization constant needed for
Bernoulli’s law. One could continue the computations using u0 and v0 as constants of motion,
but this is not needed because we can factor them out using a Galilean transformation. From
here on we set them equal to zero.
The relation (A.5) rests unchanged,
(A.13) XαYt − YαXt = −Θα.
2The imaginary part need not have zero mean even if the average height stays equal to zero.
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In integrated form this expresses the conservation of mass. Consider now both terms divided
by J , then this becomes
ℑ
(
zt
zα
)
= −Θα
J
on β = 0.
The function on the left is holomorphic and its real part has limit zero as β goes to infinity,
so we can get its real part using the Hilbert transform. Hence (A.6) also holds, and (A.7)
follows. Similarly, the derivation of (A.9) remainss unchanged.
To put the equations (A.7) and (A.9) in holomorphic form we keep the definition of the
operator P as
P =
1
2
(I − iH)
even though it is no longer a projector, as it selects exactly half of the zero mode. With the
same notations as in (A.10), the equations (A.11) and (A.12) remains unchanged.
Concerning the balance of averages in these two equations, we remark that in (A.11) the
terms ℜZt and F have purely imaginary averages while Zα has average 1. The nontrivial
average here is that of F , which contributes to the motion of nonzero frequencies. In the
second equation (A.12), the real part of the average of Q is nonzero due to the integrating
constant in Bernoulli’s law; however this plays a trivial role, as it does not affect any of the
remaining equations. Further, R has no zero modes.
All equations in the first section of the paper remain unchanged, most importantly the
expressions for the frequency shift a, the advection velocity b and the auxiliary function
M . Further, all estimates in Lemmas 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 remain unchanged; only the zero mode
estimates need to be added, and those are straightforward. The normal form transformation
also remains valid.
We next consider the linearized equations. The derivation of (2.1) is purely algebraic, so
it stays unchanged. We remark that the average of w is purely imaginary, while the average
of r is the same as the average of q and is purely real.
There is some choice to be made when writing the projected equations (2.2). The operator
P defined as above is no longer a projector, so we can no longer use it directly. The new
question that arises here is how we treat the zero modes. For that we introduce some variants
of P which differ in how the zero modes are treated. Defining P0 as the projection onto the
zero modes, we define the projectors
P ♯ = P − 1
2
P0, P
r = P ♯ + ℜP0, P i = P ♯ + iℑP0,
and similarly P¯ ♯, P¯ r and P¯ i. We have the relations
P = P i + P¯ r = P r + P¯ i = P ♯ + P¯ ♯ + P0, P
iP¯ r = P rP¯ i = 0, P i = −iP ri.
With these notations, it is natural to project the first equation using P i, and the second
using P r. Thus instead of (2.2) we write
(A.14)


(∂t + P
ib∂α)w + P
i
[
1
1 + W¯
rα
]
+ P i
[
Rα
1 + W¯
w
]
= P iG(w, r),
(∂t + P
r∂α)r − iP i
[
1 + a
1 +W
w
]
= P rK(w, r).
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The quadratic part of G has real average, and K has imaginary average, both of which get
projected out. So
P iG(2) = P ♯[Rw¯α −Wr¯α], P iK(2) = −P ♯[Rr¯α].
After a similar modification in (2.4), the statement and the proof of Proposition 2.1 remain
largely unchanged; the difference is that P gets replaced by P i in err1.
Moving on to the cubic estimates, the equation (2.11) is replaced by
(A.15)


(∂t + P
ib∂α)w + P
i
[
1
1 + W¯
rα
]
+ P i
[
Rα
1 + W¯
w
]
= P ♯[Rw¯α −Wr¯α] +G,
(∂t + P
r∂α)r − iP i
[
1 + a
1 +W
w
]
= −P ♯[Rr¯α] +K.
Also, the cubic energy needs to be modified. Precisely, the zero modes of w and r do not
affect the quadratic terms on the right hand side above. Hence, the cubic energy correction
should not involve these zero modes either,
(A.16) E
(3)
lin (w, r) =
∫
R
(1 + a)|w|2 + ℑ(rr¯α) + 2ℑ(R¯w♯rα)− 2ℜ(W¯(w♯)2) dα.
With this modification, the result in Proposition 2.2 remains valid, and the proof applies
with minor modifications.
The higher energies in the periodic case are even more similar to the nonperiodic case,
since differentiation eliminates the zero modes, and the frequency localization is achieved
using only P ♯ and P¯ ♯.
An alternative to the above scheme is to select just the negative wave numbers in the
linearized equation. Then we lose the evolution of the average of the imaginary part of w.
This is not so significant since we have the conservation of mass relation∫
Y Xαdα = const,
where the (time independent) constant on the right can be set arbitrarily (say to zero) by a
vertical translation of the coordinates,
(Z,Q)→ (Z + ic, Q− ct).
This gives ∫
Y dα = i
∫
(Z¯ − α)(Zα − 1) dα+ const,
where the average of Y plays no role on the right. This shows that also for the linearized
equation, the average of w is determined by the initial data and the negative frequencies of
w and W , ∫
ℑwdα = i
∫
w¯Wα + W¯wα dα+ const.
Again, the constant can be removed as the pair (i, t− iR) solves the linearized problem. It
follows that the contribution of the average of w to the linearized equations can be viewed
as cubic and higher.
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Appendix B. Norms and multilinear estimates
Here we prove some of the estimates used in Section 2, and Section 3. We use a standard
Littlewood-Paley decomposition in frequency
1 =
∑
k∈Z
Pk,
where the multipliers Pk have smooth symbols localized at frequency 2
k.
A good portion of our analysis happens at the level of homogeneous Sobolev spaces H˙s,
whose norm is given by
‖f‖H˙s ∼ ‖(
∑
k
|2ksPkf |2)1/2‖L2 = ‖2ksPkf‖L2xℓ2k .
We will also use the Littlewood-Paley square function and its restricted version,
S(f)(x) :=
(∑
k∈Z
|Pk(f)(x)|2
) 1
2
, S>k(u) = (
∑
j>k
|Pju|2) 12 .
The Littlewood-Paley inequality is recalled below
(B.1) ‖S(f)‖Lp(R) ≃p ‖f‖Lp(R), 1 < p <∞.
By duality this also yields the estimate
(B.2) ‖
∑
k∈Z
Pkfk‖Lp . ‖
∑
k∈Z
(|fk|2)1/2‖Lp, 1 < p <∞.
The p = 1 version of the above estimate for the Hardy space H1 is
(B.3) ‖f‖H1 ≃ ‖S(f)‖L1xℓ2k ,
which by duality implies the BMO bound
(B.4) ‖
∑
k∈Z
Pkfk‖BMO . ‖S(f)‖L∞.
The square function characterization of BMO is slightly different,
(B.5) ‖u‖2BMO ≈ sup
k
sup
|Q|=2−k
2k
∫
Q
|S>k(u)|2 dx.
We will also need the maximal function bound
(B.6) ‖P<kf‖L2xL∞k . ‖f‖L2 , 1 < p <∞.
2.1. Coifman-Meyer and and Moser type estimates. In the context of bilinear esti-
mates a standard tool is to consider a Littlewood-Paley paraproduct type decomposition of
the product of two functions,
fg =
∑
k∈Z
f<k−4gk +
∑
k∈Z
fkg<k−4 +
∑
|k−l|≤4
fkgl := Tfg + Tgf +Π(f, g).
Here and below we use the notation fk = Pkf , f<k = P<kf , etc. By a slight abuse of
notation, in the sequel we will omit the frequency separation from our notations in bilinear
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Littlewood-Paley decomposition; for instance instead of the above formula we will use the
shorter expression
fg =
∑
k∈Z
f<kgk +
∑
k∈Z
fkg<k +
∑
k∈Z
fkgk.
Away from the exponents 1 and ∞ one has a full set of estimates
(B.7) ‖Tfg‖Lr + ‖Π(f, g)‖Lr . ‖f‖Lp‖g‖Lq , 1
r
=
1
p
+
1
q
, 1 < p, q, r <∞.
Corresponding to q =∞ one also has a BMO estimate
(B.8) ‖Tfg‖Lp + ‖Π(f, g)‖Lp . ‖f‖Lp‖g‖BMO, 1 < p <∞,
which in turn leads to the commutator bound
(B.9) ‖[P, g]f‖Lp . ‖f‖Lp‖g‖BMO, 1 < p <∞.
For p = 2 we also need an extension of this, namely
Lemma 2.1. The following commutator estimates hold:
(B.10) ‖|D|s [P,R] |D|σw‖L2 . ‖|D|σ+sR‖BMO‖w‖L2, σ ≥ 0, s ≥ 0,
(B.11) ‖|D|s [P,R] |D|σw‖L2 . ‖|D|σ+sR‖L2‖w‖BMO, σ > 0, s ≥ 0.
We remark that later this is applied to functions which are holomorphic/antiholomorphic,
but that no such assumption is made above.
Proof. If σ = s = 0 then (B.10) is the classical commutator estimate of Coifman and Meyer
(B.9), so we take σ + s > 0. We consider the usual paradifferential decomposition, and
observe that the expression [P,R] |D|σw vanishes if the frequency of w is much larger than
the frequency of R. For the remaining frequency balances we discard P , and we are left with
having to estimate the expressions
fhh =
∑
k
2(σ+s)k(2−k|D|)s(Rkwk), fhl =
∑
k
2(σ+s)kRk2
−σk|D|σw<k.
In the term fhh the σ derivatives are already moved to R, so this is bounded using (B.8) if
s = 0, and directly if s > 0. For the remaining part we only need the infinity Besov norm of
Rk, as
‖fhl‖2L2 .
∑
k
‖2(σ+s)kRk‖2L∞‖2−σk|D|σw<k‖2L2 . sup
k
‖2(σ+s)kRk‖2L∞
∑
k
‖2−σk|D|σw<k‖2L2
. ‖|D|σ+sR‖2BMO‖w‖2L2.
The proof of (B.11) is similar. 
Next we consider some similar product type estimates involving BMO and L∞ norms.
We define
‖u‖
BMO
1
2
= ‖|D| 12u‖BMO.
Then
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Proposition 2.2. a) The following estimates hold:
(B.12) ‖
∑
k
ukvk‖BMO . ‖u‖BMO‖v‖BMO,
(B.13) ‖
∑
k
(2−k|D|)σ(ukvk)‖BMO . ‖u‖BMO‖v‖B˙0
∞,∞
, σ > 0,
(B.14) ‖
∑
k
u<kvk‖BMO . ‖u‖L∞‖v‖BMO,
(B.15) ‖
∑
k
(2−k|D|)σ(u<kvk)‖BMO . ‖u‖B˙0
∞,∞
‖v‖BMO, σ > 0.
b) The space L∞ ∩BMO 12 is an algebra,
(B.16) ‖uv‖
BMO
1
2
. ‖u‖L∞‖v‖BMO 12 + ‖v‖L∞‖u‖BMO 12 ,
c) The following Moser estimate holds for a smooth function F :
(B.17) ‖F (u)‖
BMO
1
2
.‖u‖L∞ ‖u‖BMO 12 ,
Proof. a) For (B.12) we fix a cube Q, which by scaling can be taken to have size 1. Suppose
first that σ = 0. For k > 0 we use the square function estimate,
‖
∑
k>0
ukvk‖L1(Q) . ‖ukvk‖ℓ1
k
L1(Q) . ‖uk‖ℓ2
k
L2(Q)‖vk‖ℓ2
k
L2(Q) . ‖S>0(u)‖L2(Q)‖S>0(v)‖L2(Q)
. ‖u‖BMO‖v‖BMO.
For k > 0 we subtract the average and estimate the output in L∞,
‖
∑
k≤0
ukvk − (ukvk)Q‖L∞(Q) .
∑
k<0
‖∂α(ukvk)‖L∞ .
∑
k<0
2k‖u‖BMO‖v‖BMO.
Adding the two we get
‖
∑
k
ukvk − (ukvk)Q‖L1(Q) . ‖u‖BMO‖v‖BMO,
and (B.12) follows.
The case k ≤ 0 is similar in the proof of (B.13). For k > 0 we first eliminate directly the
low frequency output,
‖P<0
∑
k>0
(2−k|D|)σ(ukvk)‖BMO .
∑
k>0
2−σk‖uk‖L∞‖vk‖L∞ . ‖u‖BMO‖v‖B˙0
∞,∞
.
For the high frequency output we consider a bump function χQ adapted to Q, which is
localized at frequency less than 1, and thus does not change the frequency localization of the
factors it multiplies in the sequel. Then, we have
‖P>0
∑
k>0
(2−k|D|)σ(ukvk)‖L2(Q) . ‖χQP>0
∑
k>0
(2−k|D|)σ(ukvk)‖L2
. ‖[χQ, P>0
∑
k>0
(2−k|D|)σ](ukvk)‖L2 + ‖P>0
∑
k>0
(2−k|D|)σ(χQukvk)‖L2 .
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For the commutator term we gain a small power of 2k so L∞ bounds suffice. The remaining
term is bounded in L2 in terms of the square function using orthogonality,
‖P>0
∑
k>0
(2−k|D|)σ(χQukvk)‖2L2 .
∑
k>0
‖χQuk‖2L2‖vk‖2L∞ . ‖χQS>0(u)‖2L2‖v‖B˙0
∞,∞
. ‖u‖2BMO‖v‖B˙0
∞,∞
.
The argument for (B.14) is similar, with the following modification in the case k > 0,
which leads to L2 rather than L1 bounds:
‖
∑
k>0
u<kvk‖L2(Q) . ‖
∑
k>0
χQu<kvk‖L2(Q) . ‖u‖L∞(
∑
k
‖χQvk‖2L2(Q))
1
2
. ‖u‖L∞‖χQS>0(v)‖L2(Q). . ‖u‖L∞‖v‖BMO.
Finally, the bound (B.15) is similar since
‖(2−k|D|)σu<k‖L∞ . ‖u‖B˙0
∞,∞
.
b) With the same paradifferential decomposition as before we need to estimate the terms
fhh =
∑
k
|D|σukvk, fhl =
∑
k
2σkukv<k.
For fhl we use (B.14), while for fhh we use (B.12).
c) We write
F (u) =
∫ ∞
−∞
ukF
′(u<k) dk
=
∫ ∞
−∞
ukP<kF
′(u<k) dk +
∫ ∞
−∞
ukPkF
′(u<k)dk +
∫ ∞
−∞
∑
j>0
ukPk+jF
′(u<k) dk.
For F ′(u<k) we can use the chain rule to obtain the bound
‖Pk+jF ′(u<k)‖L∞ . 2−Nj , j ≥ 0.
With σ = 1
2
we estimate |D|σF (u). The first term in |D|σF (u) is
f1 =
∫ ∞
−∞
(2σkuk)P<kF
′(u<k) dk,
and is estimated in BMO exactly as in the proof of (B.14).
The second term is
f2 =
∫ ∞
−∞
(2−k|D|)σ(ukPkF ′(u<k)) dk,
and is estimated as in the proof of (B.13).
The last term is
∑
j>0
f3,j, where
f3,j =
∫ ∞
−∞
2σkuk2
σjPjF
′(u<k) dk.
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The k ≤ 0 case is easy; it follows using pointwise estimates. For fixed j and k > 0 we bound
f3,j by
‖f3,j,>0‖2L2(Q) . ‖χQf3,j,>0‖2L2 .
∫ ∞
−∞
‖χQ2σkuk2σjPjF ′(u<k)‖2L2 dk
. 2(σ−N)j‖χQS>0(|D|σu)‖2L2 . 2(σ−N)j‖u‖2BMOσ .

A more standard algebra estimate and the corresponding Moser bound is as follows:
Lemma 2.3. Let σ > 0. Then H˙σ ∩ L∞ is an algebra, and
(B.18) ‖fg‖H˙σ . ‖f‖H˙σ‖g‖L∞ + ‖f‖L∞‖g‖H˙σ .
In addition, the following Moser estimate holds for a smooth function F :
(B.19) ‖F (u)‖H˙σ .‖u‖L∞ ‖u‖H˙σ .
We also need to consider some multilinear estimates. Our starting point is the bound
‖f1 · · · fn‖Lr .
∏
j=1,n
‖fj‖Lpj ,
1
r
=
∑ 1
pj
, 1 ≤ r, pj ≤ ∞.
Adding derivatives, we need the following generalization:
Lemma 2.4. The following estimate holds for σ > 0 and 1 < r, p
(k)
j ≤ ∞:
(B.20) ‖|D|σ(f1 · · · fn)‖Lr .
n∑
k=1
‖|D|σfk‖
L
p
(k)
k
∏
j 6=k
‖fj‖
L
p
(k)
j
,
1
r
=
∑ 1
p
(k)
j
.
The same bound holds if for Lp
(k)
k is replaced by BMO whenever p
(k)
k =∞.
Proof. By induction it suffices to consider the case n = 2. After a Littlewood-Paley decom-
position we place the derivatives on the highest frequency factor and apply either (B.7) or
(B.8), or (B.12),(B.14). 
2.2. Water-wave related bounds. Here we consider estimates for objects related to the
water wave equations, primarily the real phase shift a and advection velocity b. We recall
that these are given by
a = 2ℑP [RR¯α], b = 2ℜP
[
R
1 + W¯
]
= 2ℜ(R− P [RY¯ ]).
These are estimated in terms of the control parameters A and B defined in (1.11), (1.12),
and in terms of the Hs Sobolev norms of W and R. In all nonlinear bounds the implicit
constant is allowed to depend on A.
We begin with the auxiliary variable Y =
W
1 +W
, which inherits its regularity from W
due to (B.17) and (B.19):
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Lemma 2.5. The function Y satisfies the BMO bound
(B.21) ‖|D| 12Y ‖BMO .A B,
and the H˙σ bound
(B.22) ‖Y ‖H˙σ .A ‖W‖H˙σ .
We continue with bounds for a. In particular the positivity of a is established, providing
a short alternate proof to Wu’s result in [22]:
Proposition 2.6. Assume that R ∈ H˙ 12 ∩H˙ 32 . Then the real frequency-shift a is nonnegative
and satisfies the BMO bound
(B.23) ‖a‖BMO . ‖R‖2
BMO
1
2
,
and the uniform bound
(B.24) ‖a‖L∞ . ‖R‖2
B˙
1
2
∞,2
.
Moreover,
(B.25) ‖|D| 12a‖BMO . ‖Rα‖BMO‖|D| 12R‖L∞ , ‖a‖
B
1
2 ,∞
2
. ‖Rα‖
B
1
2 ,∞
2
‖|D| 12R‖L∞ ,
(B.26) ‖(∂t + b∂α)a‖L∞ . AB,
and
(B.27) ‖a‖H˙s . ‖R‖H˙s+12 ‖R‖BMO 12 , s > 0.
Proof. We recall that a = i
(
P¯
[
R¯Rα
]− P [RR¯α]). Switching to the Fourier space, this leads
to the representation
(B.28) aˆ(ζ) =
∫
ξ−η=ζ
min{ξ, η}1{ξ,η>0}Rˆ(ξ) ¯ˆR(η)dξ.
Here ξ and η are restricted to the positive real axis due to the fact that R is holomorphic.
To prove the positivity of a we represent the above kernel as
min{ξ, η}1{ξ,η>0} =
∫
M>0
1{ξ>M}1{η>M} dM.
Inserting this in the previous representation of aˆ and inverting the Fourier transform we
obtain
a =
∫
|1|D|>MR|2dM,
and the positivity follows.
To prove both the BMO bound and the pointwise bound for a we use a bilinear Littlewood-
Paley decomposition,
(B.29) a =
∑
k
i
(
R¯kRα,<k − RkR¯α,<k
)
+ i
(
P¯
[
R¯kRα,k
]− P [RkR¯α,k]) .
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To estimate the first term in BMO we use directly the bound (B.15) with σ = 1. To estimate
it in L∞ we use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
‖
∑
k
R¯kRα,<k‖2L∞ . (
∑
k
2k‖Rk‖2L∞)(
∑
k
2−k‖R<k‖2L∞) . ‖R‖2
B
1
2
∞,2
.
For the second term in a we rewrite the symbol of the bilinear form as
min{ξ, η} = 1
2
(ξ + η)− 1
2
|ξ − η|,
which allow us to rewrite it in the form
1
2
P
∑
k
i
(
R¯kRα,k −RkR¯α,k
)− |D|(R¯kRk).
Now the two terms are estimated in BMO using (B.12), respectively (B.13), and in L∞ by
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality as above.
The proof of (B.25) is essentially identical to the proof of (B.23).
We continue with the proof of (B.26), where we begin with the decomposition in (B.29).
For the first term in (B.29) we apply the time derivative to obtain the expression
A1 = [b∂α, P¯k]R¯Rα,<k + R¯k[b∂α, P<k∂α]R + iPk
(
W¯ − a
1 + W¯
)
Rα,<k + iR¯kP<k∂α
(
W¯ − a
1 + W¯
)
.
In the first term of A1 we split the commutator according to the usual Littlewood-Paley
trichotomy. We get several terms:
b<k,αR¯kRα,<k + bkR¯<k,αRα,<k + 2
mPk(bmR¯m)Rα,<k + bmR¯k,αRα,<k.
In all cases we use the B norm to estimate the highest frequency term, and the A norm
for the other two. The second term is similar; for comparison purposes we list the ensuing
terms:
R¯kb<k,αR<k,α + 2
mR¯kP<k∂α(bmRm) + R¯kbmR<k,αα.
The third and fourth terms in A1 require the bound
‖
(
W¯ − a
1 + W¯
)
‖
B
1
2 ,∞
2
. B,
which follows by combining the bounds (B.24) and (B.25) for a with the similar bounds for
W and Y .
Now we consider the last term in (B.29). This has two components, one of the form
2kRkR¯k and the other of the form |D|(RkR¯k). The first component yields an output
A2 = [b∂α, P¯k]R¯Rα,k + R¯k[b∂α, Pk∂α]R + iPk
(
W¯ − a
1 + W¯
)
Rα,k + iR¯kPk∂α
(
W¯ − a
1 + W¯
)
,
which is treated in exactly the same way as A1.
The second component yields the slightly more involved output
A3 = b∂α|D|(RkR¯k)− |D|(Pk(bRα)R¯k)− |D|(RkPk(bRα))
+ i|D|
(
Pk
(
W¯ − a
1 + W¯
)
Rk
)
+ i|D|
(
R¯kPk∂α
(
W¯ − a
1 + W¯
))
.
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The last two terms are no different from above, but in the first three there is a more delicate
commutator estimate. We split b = b<k + b≥k and estimate the output of b≥k directly for
each term using the s = 1
2
case of Lemma 2.7. The output of b<k, on the other hand, is
expressed as a commutator
[b<k, |D|≤k]∂α(RkR¯k) + |D|
(
[b<k, Pk]RαR¯k
)
+ |D|
(
Rk[b, Pk]Rα
)
.
The last two terms are like 2k|D|(b<k,αRkR¯k) and can be estimated directly. For the first
term we bound ∂α(RkR¯k) in L
∞ by 2−
k
2 , and then we need to show that
‖[b<k, |D|≤k]‖L∞→L∞ . 2 k2 ‖|D| 12 b‖BMO.
Indeed the kernel of [b<k, |D|≤k] is bound by
|b<k(α)− b<k(β)| 2
2k
(1 + 2k|α− β|)2 .
2
3
2
k
(1 + 2k|α− β|) 32 ,
which integrates to 2
k
2 .
Finally, (B.27) is a direct consequence of the commutator estimates in Lemma 2.1. 
Next we consider b, for which we have the follwoing result
Lemma 2.7. Let s > 0. Then the transport coefficient b satisfies
(B.30) ‖|D|sb‖BMO .A ‖|D|sR‖BMO, ‖|D|sb‖L2 .A ‖|D|sR‖L2 .
In particular we have
(B.31) ‖|D| 12 b‖BMO .A A, ‖bα‖BMO .A B.
Proof. Recall that
b = ℜP [R(1− Y¯ )] = R − P (RY¯ ).
Hence, it remains to estimate ∂αP (RY¯ ). Consider first the BMO bound. As before, the
role of P is to restrict the bilinear frequency interactions to high - low, in which case we can
use the bound (B.14), and the high-high case, where (B.13) applies.
A direct argument, taking into account the same two cases, yields the L2 bound. 
Next we consider the auxiliary expression M :
Lemma 2.8. The function M satisfies the pointwise bound
(B.32) ‖M‖L∞ .A AB,
as well as the Sobolev bounds
(B.33) ‖M‖
H˙n−
3
2
.A ANn.
Proof. For the pointwise bound we claim that
(B.34) ‖M‖L∞ . ‖R‖
B
3
4 ,∞
2
‖Y ‖
B
1
4 ,∞
2
.
This suffices since each of the the right hand side factors is bounded by
√
AB by interpolation.
To achieve this we write M in two different ways,
M = P¯ [R¯Yα − RαY¯ ] + P [RY¯α − R¯αY ] = ∂αP<k+4(P¯ [R¯Y ] + P [RY¯ ])− (R¯αY +RαY¯ ).
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We apply a bilinear Littlewood-Paley decomposition and use the first expression above for the
high-low interactions, and the second for the high-high interactions, to write M = M1 +M2
where
M1 =
∑
k
[R¯kY<k,α − R<k,αY¯k] + [RkY¯<k,α − R¯<k,αYk],
M2 =
∑
k
∂α(P¯ [R¯kYk] + P [RkY¯k])− (R¯k,αYk +Rk,αY¯k).
We estimate the terms in M1 separately; we show the argument for the first:
‖
∑
k
R¯kY<k,α‖L∞ .
∑
j≤k
2
3
4
(j−k)‖Rk‖
B
3
4 ,∞
2
‖Yj‖
B
1
4 ,∞
2
. ‖R‖
B
3
4 ,∞
2
‖Y ‖
B
1
4 ,∞
2
.
For the first term in M2 we note that the multiplier ∂αP<k+4P has an O(2
k) L∞ bound.
Hence, we can estimate
‖M2‖L∞ .
∑
k
2k‖Rk‖L∞‖Yk‖L∞ . ‖R‖
B
3
4 ,∞
2
‖Y ‖
B
1
4 ,∞
2
.
For the L2 bound we consider again all terms in M1 and M2 separately. For an M1 term
we compute
‖
∑
k
R¯kY<k,α‖2
H˙n−
3
2
. sup
k
2−2k‖Y<k,α‖2L∞ ·
∑
k
2(2n−1)k‖Rk‖2L2 . ‖Y ‖2L∞‖R‖2
H˙
n−1
2
.
For M2 we compute
‖M2‖2
H˙n−
3
2
.
∑
k
2(2n−1)k‖YkRk‖2L2 . ‖Y ‖2L∞‖R‖2
H˙
n−1
2
.

Finally, we also need a quadrilinear bound related to the energy estimates:
Lemma 2.9. The following estimate holds for holomorphic functions R, w and r :
(B.35)∣∣∣∣
∫
R¯rαMbwα − R¯wαMbrα dα
∣∣∣∣.(‖|D| 12R‖BMO‖bα‖BMO+‖Rα‖BMO‖|D| 12 b‖BMO)‖w‖L2‖r‖H˙ 12
Proof. We denote by I1 the integral on the left. In a first step we replace the holomorphic
multiplication operator MP¯ b by the corresponding paraproduct operator
TP¯ bf =
∑
k
P¯ b<kfk.
Thus, I1 is replaced by
I ′1 =
∫
−R¯rαTP¯ bwα + R¯wαTP¯ brα dα.
To estimate the difference I ′1 − I1 we observe that for holomorphic f we have
MP¯ bf = TP¯ bf + P (
∑
k
P¯ bkfk).
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We use this for f = wα, respectively f = rα. Then
I1 − I ′1 =
∫
−P¯ [R¯rα]P
[∑
k
P¯ bkwk,α
]
+ P¯ [R¯wα]P
[∑
k
P¯ bkrk,α
]
dα.
Applying the bounds in Lemma 2.1 to estimate each of the four factors in L2 we obtain
|I1 − I ′1| . (‖|D|
1
2R‖BMO‖bα‖BMO + ‖Rα‖BMO‖|D| 12 b‖BMO)‖w‖L2‖r‖H˙ 12
as needed.
It remains to estimate the integral I ′1. We take a Littlewood-Paley decomposition and
denote by k, j, l the frequencies of w, r, respectively b. After canceling the common terms
we are left with
I ′1 =
∫ ∑
k≤l<j
R¯jrj,αblwk,α dα−
∫ ∑
j≤l<k
R¯krj,αblwk,α dα := I2 − I3.
The first sum I2 can be estimated using only the infinity Besov norms for Rα and |D| 12 b,
|I2| . ‖Rα‖BMO‖|D| 12 b‖BMO
∑
k<j
(j − k)2 k−j2 ‖rj‖H˙ 12 ‖wk‖L2
. ‖Rα‖BMO‖|D| 12 b‖BMO‖r‖H˙ 12 ‖w‖L2.
The argument for I3 is slightly more involved since we cannot gain rapid decay in k − j.
Instead, we rewrite it as
I3 =
∫ ∑
k
R¯kwk,α
∑
j≤l
blrj,α dα−
∫ ∑
j,k≤l
R¯kwk,αblrj,α dα := I
′
3 − I ′′3 .
The first term has a product structure, and we can bound each factor in L2 using Lemma 2.1
to obtain
|I ′3| . ‖Rα‖BMO‖|D|
1
2 b‖BMO‖r‖H˙ 12 ‖w‖L2.
The second term is bounded in the same manner as I2,
|I ′′3 | . ‖|D|
1
2R‖BMO‖bα‖BMO
∑
j,k≤l
2
j−l
2
+ k−l
2 ‖rj‖H˙ 12 ‖wk‖L2
. ‖|D| 12R‖BMO‖bα‖BMO‖r‖H˙ 12 ‖w‖L2.
Thus, the proof of (B.35) is concluded.

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